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Xbt Vaburab Ztitning
PADUCAH. KY.._IdONDAY EVENING,APRIL 6, 1908

VOL. XXIII NO.83

EIGHTH GROCERY N. Y. CENTRAL LINE
CONCERN ENTERS TO PADUCAH SURE
'
WHOLESALE FIELD IN FIVE MONTHS

0

Well Known Men With Capital
Will Open Big House in Pa.
dumb Next Month.
Bardwell and Fulton Men Are
Interested.

HAVK

NOT

CHOSEN LOCATION

'Paducah is to have anotherewholesale grocery to aid to the seven et°enrol CO1110141111 of this chlWeeter in
the cite now. Artteles of 'incorporation will be Sled within •few days to
W. B. 11111s, of Paducah; J. W. Turk,
of Bardwell. and 'P. H. (Gene) quit
dry. of Fultoa. orgauising the MID•psay. The paid in capital will be
fi60.000, which will be inereseed as
the developnient of the betainess war.
rants.
The new company is composed of
men of ability and will at once assume rank with the leadtam-Wholessit
firms of the city. Mr. W. B. Milts Is
a resident of Paducah. 'lie has beet.
tepresenting the Simmons Hardware
company in this territory for a num+
her of years and is a successful *alesoian -and business man..- Mr. Guedry
has been with Covington Bros. for a
number of years and resides at Fu)
ton
He is one of the best hustlers
' going out of Paducale IIr: Turk is
capitalist of Bardeen and identified
eith a number of successful enterMr. Mine will he president of the
company and Mr. Guedry will be the
buyer. These gentlemen sever their
present connections May IS. end the
new firm will start bootees* May IF..
The location has not yet been deftniteD dcole,,e epee.

MRS. STUART DYING
Mrs. Kilt Wilson Stuart. who conducted a klnderdarten In this city.
and formerly (altight in the public
reboots. is believed to be dying of
creeping paralysis at Riverside hoepeal
She has no relatives in this
country, her slater *residing at Glasgow. Scotland, Her husband, a
teacher of languages, died in this city
I few years ago-

REV. D. L. NELSON
Benton,.Ks_.sepr11,_ 6.—18peciaL)
The Rev. I) L. Nelson. 53 years
old, a well known Christian preacher
of Fair Dealing, died yesterday of
tuberculoid* after a lingering
He was a native of the county and is
survived by eight children. He was
butted at Fair Dealing.

SOUTH'S PROSPERITY
Washington. April 6.—Preeiden t
Virile), of the Southern Railway. after
a trip through the south, declares
that the situation ts folly as favorable
to the earl) revival of businees pros
perity, as that in any other section of
the country.
I*
.46

DR. CHAMPION IS
UNDER BOND FOR
HIS APPEARANCE

Text of Judge Reed's Charge to the Grand Jury.

Gentlemen of the Jury:
It becomes necessaryin the course
of this charge that I should comment
on certain unfortunate conditions now
lexisting in our state, which, I regret
I to No, ought to bring the blush of
!shame to every lover of his states and
Will Begin Building From the laws under 4hich he -lives and rie
ceives protection.
Southern Illinois in Few
At this time in almost every section
of our state there exists organized
Weeks to River.
I,bands of lawless men, who, under the
I,ctiver of night auct with masked facesf
are seeking to terrorize good citizens,
By Christmas Will be Operat destroy property. and, if necessary in
the furtherance of their designs, take
ing cars Into This City.
human life.
Gentlemen, it is a sad thought in
this twentieth century, when c:vilizaNO TROUBLE TO GET MONEY tion, religion, prosperity and the love
of our country are suppoeed to have
reached their zenith, that these conditions should exist: and that good
Four
The Big
railroad Will be run- citizens are made to feel that they
ning its trains into Pidueah
by are no longer secure in their lives and
Christmas day, according to the state- property, but we are confronted with
ment made to a prominent citizen of the painful ?het that they do exist,
Paducah while in Loultivilk- Saturday and must be met fearlessly.
afteraose, by as attorney for the
As an officer of the law, whose duty
New York Central interests. The gen- it!. to aid in its eeforeement. and on
tleman to whom the statement was whom the public is' dependent and
made. is interested in the Paducah must to a great eitent rely for its
and Northern prollosition, but was in
enforcement, I proposepsis
Louisville in consultation with railhowever harshly, but boldly and fear:
road men on other business, and after
leasly, concerning these conditions.
thk• conference the New York Central
There are doubtless but few per
attorney took him aside and asked
sons, if any, who do not properly symabout the progress of the Paducah
and Northern scheme.
In the interview he *bowed himself
to be in intimate touch with the situation here, a•nd he had maps and much
other data about the city and territory, and was remitter with every
phase of the local situation.

1

1

BENTON IN GALA
ATTIRE TODAY IN
liOtiOR OF GUESTS

pathize with thole engaged it tobacco breaks came from what is call..d
growing and in the effricultutal pur- some, the "inner circle" of these assuits generally, and Stand dody to sociations, or whether the associacondemn in all legitimate ways any tions have anything to do with the
measure or course towards them, lawlessness now prevailing, it is cerwhether In trade or otherwise, which tain, that to a great extent they are
would oppress them or deprive them held responeible therefor, either justli
of their just rewards, Or the fruits of or unjustly, in the eyes of the puble
their toll. But no well thinking or It may be .that while some year or
taw-abiding citizen can, or ought tq, more ago, our politicians and public
sympathize with, or even tolerate speakers were descanting on the tonight assaults on its cittsens. white bacco trust and the relations of the
or black.._in utter
were _thereto, they disseminated
dissatisfactiox
laws of our state, aud the protection
ore distord aAd
of its Litizens.
ainong our tobacco growers and farmCombinations, for good, are com- ers than they intended, and that cermendable, and are encouraged by the tain of our citizens have concluded
law, so I take it, that no one con- to execute the violence, it is said,
demns tobacco associations, or any some of them then taught. In other
other peaceful methods, on the part words, these gentlemen, unwittingly,
of tobacco growers and farmers, for doubtless, sowed the wind from which
the public is now reaping "a whirlthe betterment of their conditIon..
ees
wild
.
sald: hovievef.- Mit "the 1o"
bacco associations are in no way reBut so far as concerns the enforcesponsible for the prevalent lawless- ment of the law, it is wispleyOmmaness in our midst at this time. I have terial from What source this lawlessoften so thought myself, and have so ness springs, or hae its origin, suffice
expressed myself, but we cannot gain- It to say. it is the outgrowth of crimisay the fact that' the impression is ngI
whose purposes are
gaining ground, and strongly prevent, perverted, and persons who are memthat out of these associations grew bers thereof and. engaged in carrying
the lawless bands now known as out the purposes and designs of such
"night riders." At any rate, the nut combinations, are the worst violators
tont/onto us. , that there were no of the law, which could infest any
night riders nutil ailler the ,organt civilized community, and their deprezation of the atisociatiolis, and whether
these unlawful bands and their out(Ceortitued on page seven,)

MERRY WIDOWS IN CHURCH.
Since the spring millinery with
the bread brims and flower gardens, of the "Merry Widow" hats
has crime out, the ministers 64
the ehurcisee are facing Die sante
old pothiem. Lost night the
Rev. M. E. Dodd, pastor of the
Fleet liataist churvh, %aid the
deacians of the rhumb hove iron,
14ut
sklered Passing a 1%
asking the weetsen in the (emigregallon to re)))))ye their hats dur-,
lug the net-sire. Dr. liewld heartily indorsed the reatihation, and
hoped that it would be Paleeed
this week, and become effective
nest Sunday. In conameetting on
the orobkan Dr. Dq‘d said: "If
the few hate I haveseen are a
sample of the eprher's millinery,
it is not a ladle-roam problem, but
a cierioue one."
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Grand Jury Empaneled This Morning at
10 O'clock and Judge William Reed
Delivers a Strong Charge.
URGES THEM TO UPHOLD THE LAWS
Names of Men Who Are Responsible for
Indictments Against Evil Doers—First
Day's Session of the April Term.

Probably the most thorough and
ea
far reaching denouncement of night
THE GRAND
riding, its instigators and the mEmbers of the lawless bands themselves
Robert Clunnhent, farmer; R.
that has yet emanated from any civil
S. Barnett, grocer; W. F. Cock•
officer of the state was contained in
rell, farmer; Mike
Reeder,
the forceful, charge of Judge William i
boarding 11101M4'; Thee.. 1,1140,
'Reed at the convening of the grand
farmer; J. R.. Doyle, farmer: J.
jury to serve at the_April term of the
W. Hobbs, farmer; W. H. Voncriminal division of the circuit court,
her, farmer; C. 91. Harrison,
which began this morning.
7 farmer; B. T. Humphrey, farmThe court began his charge by imer; R. J. Hovekamp. fernier;
pressing upon the. members of the
John Rork, uninufacturer.
jury the fact that -the work before'
ii
•
them was of the most sacred imp(trtsince and that upon their actiona de-.
pended whether or not the court him- was occupied • by the address and
self and the
— prosecuting ofikers couTd droll-fib-Out the'etifire Milt-The eery.
perform their part of' stbed
hieb is. largely- 'composed oiL
bringing malefactors to justice. In
farmers,--gatio--the-eiturt
At the regular meeting of the lower hie, remarks upon night riding Judge rapt attention and from the expresboard of the general council tonight Reed insisted teat- if there was any sions on their faces gave hearty enthe communication will be submitted member of the jury. who through dorsement. They retired to their
by the city attorney 'appointing the fear, sympathy - or for any reason room immediately at the conclusion
Paducah Evening Sun. the official could not do his full duty in bring- of the charge and waisted by Comcity paper for the year. At the sante ing indictments against parties band- monwealth's
se
Attorney John G. Lovett
time Mayor James P. Smith will re- ing themselves together for unlawful and County Attorney Alison ,Barklee_
vert the resignation of Councilman purpose, threatening and intlnlidating began an investigation of the jail
David Flournoy and the appointmenf citizens and officers of the law, he
of B. W. Corrodison to fill the vac- Jffioteel arise from his seat and ask to
In addition ta the ordinary duties
ancy.
he excused, and whether he cared to of the grand jury and (he investigaI
The ordinance apportioning the give his ,reasons for such a course or tion of the night riding charges, there
river front space will also be reported not the court would gladly allow him are two murder charges to be investiIn its revised form. It is probable to go.
geted and an unusually large number
also that the Padneah and Cairo inIn reference to the tobacco grow- of prisoners in jail charged with mistertirban line will ask for a fran- ers' association the court said that It demeanors and felonies. These Ca13441
chise.
has been claimed by the managers under the law and the court's In
that it had nothing to do with night struct:ons must be taken up first and
riding and that he himself had so be- it is probable that a week or more
lieved and expressed himself on °the, will elapse before the inquiry into the
occasions, yet the fact remains that sending of threatening letters and the
Sharp. April 6 --(Special.) —The no night riding occurred until after alleged formation of the knklux will
be begun.
barn of John Crit Story. a tobacco the association was organised and that
possibly
the
speakers
denouncing
the
The offieers of the grand AU' are:
grower, residing two miles from
tobacco trust last fall had aroused • J. Hoyekamp. foreman: C. M. Harnight
early
last
destroyed
Sharp, was
farmers far beyond their !mention, rison, sheriff; Johil Rock, clerk.
by a mysterious tire. No „fire had and at any rate, had sown the wind
The only business transacted by the
been around the barn and It is un- and qow the public is reaping the jury this morning was the organ:sal:on for business, B. J. Hovecamp.
known how the fire originated unless whirlwind.
It was incendiary. Several tons of
Judge Reed's charge in its entirety • Ing chosen foreman. C. M Harrison
hay and much feed was destroyed. embraced all matters subject to in- ,heriff, and John Rock, clerk. This
afternoon the body began active work
Also a calf tied in the barn was quiry by grand 'jury.
•
burned. The fire was fought with
So thorough and complete were the taking up the jail cases first.
Tomorrow :morning the petit jury
buckets. and the flames did not. instructions given that an hours' time
will be empaneled and the work of
spread. The loss will be several hentrying the eases now on the docket To:dred dollars.
gen. The mei der charge agree*
Alex Wade, and some robbery charger. are on the docket and probably
Indianapolis, April 6.—Ohio, In- will be tried. The murder charge
diana, Illinolte and Pennsylvania soft against Monroe Bacon is docketed for
coal operators are meeting here to- Thursday.

'

LAW AND ORDER LEAGUE

Grain Market.

CHAS, L ROSE ILL

BARN IS BURNED

OPERATORS MEET

CHANCELLOR ASQUITH GOES TO BIARRITZ
TO ACCEPT PREMIERSHIP OF ENGLAND

JUDGE CATRILL DEAD
_ •
1„„orduo. K,.

III Health and king Acts.

at 5:$0 o'clock Sunday morning. HP
tried Caleb Powers throe times for
conspirine to kill William Geebel and
London, April 6 --Chancellor of
was genial On the court of appeals
London. April 6.—J. Pierpont Mor- 'bench, when compelled to restgn on Esshequer Asquith deft today for
gan was suddenly taken Ill. aecordine amount of Ill health.
Biarritz to receive from King Edward
to a news dispatch fforn Rome. Dt.
the offer of premiership and to acBaldwin, the America*. was- sumIFICATH2R.
cept it. It was officially announced
The whet three men indicted for
that the king has so-opted the resigcomplicity In the night rider raid on
Nine persons- wife killed and live
nation of Sir Henry Campbell-BannerBirmingham, Marshall county. ap- probably fatally injured and a score
man. British prime neseter. Sir HenIn Renton today and gave bond hurt by the collapse pf the Yoe)
p' AI
for their appearance in circuit court. aril annex. The structure was old.
rya' condition remains unchanged, acMarshal McCuirom. of Minima, ar- A gas explosion is thought to be the
cording "to his pio-ocitio's bulletin
tested Dr Will Champion, reputed caws.
poste*. The king, in telegraphing his
leader of the night riders, and Dr.
acceptance of the prernier's resigeaChomplon gave bond and was not
Von, eonveved an expression of fee
locked tip
eret and epteem with beet wishes for
Reports from„ Calloway county are
Sir Henry's recovery.
that one or two night rider notices
The king summoned H'erteert H. Aehave been Revved since the soldiers
clukicellor of exchequer, age
quitb,
appeared. hut these can not be subthe later will start for Biarritz, whore
stantiated.
the king is soJoithing.
So!diers went from Marion to GolThe chancellor. who hes been actden Pond. Trigg county, where mimeo
ing premier In the Once of Sir Herery
one outrages have occurred.
Cemphell-Bannerman, called it meetThe telephones have been kept Mist
ng of the cabinet to submit the pretoday by inquiries into reports of
mier's resignation -- and dispense the
6
iSpecial.)
April
Frankfort
My
c
etre-this between poldiers and night
course of Maginot's.
•
‘Onniniir
r dere Renten, Murray. Marion and -indite Stout this morning ordered 1/4
Princeton being successively men. the grand Jury to investigate' the
certain
Honed as the probable scene of battle. (Immo of bribery against
contest-eifth'esettalites en both &idea esti members of the legtittsttire in
Por-tti rt•mtleti te•tiegtit anti Itie.day,
lie
Oen with the senatorial ?WY',
mated at froneeight to twenty,
s,e
(..voiro -resi Pry•
mieh !mime
that
Omaha, April 6 --Deparltnent Corn
says It In entrotioply reported
of , Highest temperkitur, Sot Imlay, on: e.ander Gardner and his full staff
wishes
the
care!'
out
not
they
dld
for
Organiser
Barnett.
Mr. R. L.
here
Bennie theireeonetheiestes awe -Must-- bribery h•weat tlaitglay. 44; tilatieet Suiglity. inat_eleciotozy TlifLop hia anneal
tonight.
speak
will
lowest
today,
PO.
He
416;
today.
was
,
responsible.
this MO
ea-

MORGAN IS ILL

CLOUDY

tia

M'CRACKEN CIRCUIT COURT
CONVENES TODAY—,NIGHT
RIDERS' WARNING INQUIRY

!EVENING SUN IS
OFFICIAL PAPER
OF PADUCAH NOW.

When asked if the "Big Four" was
making appropriations for new Xixfencaonelb vie* of -illev-firesent Midi-thine in the money markets. the reply was that the company could build
v4,teme4 vonstreet•-the--Padtteah exWY:.
- -April 6. —(Special.)
tension oat of the operating expenses.
--The bright spring weather brought
Local students, in close touch wile
what is conceded'the largest crowd
the situation, are confident that Pathat ever gems to this plate on
ducah is to have four and maybe flye
"Tater day." which is the annual
nt w railroads In the city in the nest
spring -festivoi in Marshall (vent%
few.yeare but this is the first autbenThe grit Monday in April. which is
tie inferigation setting a date. , The
county
court day, has lone been set 1
most
satisfy
the
day I. early enough to
apart
as
a time when Marshall couninpatient.
ty farmers bring their seed potatoes
Tee .131g Four" has had the Paduto ?etre to 'he sold and by 10 o'clock
cah extension in view for many years
this morning the court square was
and many months ago Made two surwell lined with %towns loaded wiil.
veys into the city and purchase the
the vegetables, and perched on each
eighth of was. The road crosses the
wagon tee owner energetically cried
Irincite central it Parker ('ity. III •
out the superiority of his particular
eatension
the
where
but just from
kind.
will be brought to Paducah Is not yet
Several street fakirs held promiannounced.
nent
positions en the cornett. wellyi
It
city,
Four"
to
the
With the "Big
will be only a question of time when the small boy and his tut) of red tern-' Gmhamville. April 6. (Special.)—
Paducab will have the other roads onade made his first appearance for Grahamville's Law and Order league
which have been virtually knocking at the egglion.•detachment of the Salva- was organised Saturday, and all the
its doors for a number of years—the tion Army from the Paducah post
prominent citizens and farmers were
Burlington, the Wabash/ the Frisco. was also here and a number of set
charteAmembers. Much enthusiasm
vices were held. •
Padocah-Northern lieranchine.
In the afternoon R. I.. Harnett, the was evinced at the meeting' and Dr.
The franchise for the Paducah
state
orgenizer for the Farmers' S Z. Holland was elected president
Northern railroad, probably will notunion, spoke to a large crowd in the unanimously, and 'Robert Graham was
be presented to the council tonight, as
court house
He has made several
was expected, US It has not been comcheats vice presment.
pleted yet. However, It Is hoped thet speeches here and the organisation
Its'
a
strong
membership
in
the
It will be ready for presentation at the
county.
next meeting.
•
There is no doubt that the puhilciti
of its plans has had feueh to do frith
Wheat. 96.
Si. I,euie April 6
stirring up • number of raliroads that
corn. 65. oats, 3'i I,.
have been seeking entrances into PaWord
was received here that
chicale and it Is definitely known that
it has capsed the absolute suspension Charles R Rose a critically 111 of
and foregoing of the plans of the 12. rbeumatism at Springfield, III., and
& N. to constrict a cut off from the his sister, Mrs James P. lemtth, went,
N.. C & St. L. pear Murray. across to Springfield yeeteaday to be at his
through htayiteld into Cairo. as the bedside. Mr. Rose Is chief clerk es
Paducah and Northern5 obviates the the ogle* of fits father, Who Is seeretary of the state of Illinois.
neressity of such • road.
The plant of the "Big Four" prothe use St a Debater across- the
river, for the present, but in the event
Sir Henry Campbell Bannerof the erection of a bridge, of course
man Resigns on Account of
I' would try to get the use of it in
April 6 (Special
connection with the other lines,
—Judge Centel' died at Georestown

CHARGES BRIBERY
AGAINST MEMBERS'
OF LEGISLATURE

-

TEN CENTS PEICWEEK

i

TAFT AT OMAHA

(lay,

It 111 understood the Illinois
Court (*dere.
operators are standing in the way of a
After the grand Jury had been emjoint call for an Interstate meeting:
variIllinois operators prefer a district set- paneled and the reports of the
received and
officers
were
ivii
ous
tlement of the troubles with miners.
sworn to, the appearance docket of
vii efis4,s was called and a lerge
number of orders made. The follow.ng judgments were entered:
S. Langsdorf vs. Sanderson & comWashington, April 6 —Vicksburg's
,
pany, /64.29.
right tc tax the Yazoo and Mississippi
Eternheim Distilling company vs.
railroad ender the new stale constitu- Lee Robertson, $146.
tion is upheld by the supreme court.
M. J. Ryan vs. Lee Dobertson
Pittsiburg April 6.—S. 'L. Gardner Kentucky's right to tax distilled 4270.
Friedman-Keller vs. G. A. Chand•
wealthy coal operator. of McKee P spirits in bonded warehouses of the
Rocks, today abet and killed Dorothy United States, without violating fed- ler. $84.97.
Templeton vs. Hart. $63.
Bradley Ind then probably shot him- eral statutes is upheld in supreme
Jones vs. Roberts, IWO.
self,- The Bradley girl was a chant court.
Friedman, Keller company vs. A
Af Gardnerie daughter. He is said to
A. Adkins. $52,55.
have been Infatuated and became
Harris. Davis company vs. S. L.
pangs when a young man accomDale, 5.162 22.
panied her to his home from church
M E. Mallory vs. W. W. English,
F.arly today he purchased a revolver
495.16,
and called at the Bradley home and
Scudder-Gale company vs. W. S.
trilled 'her. He is fin years old.
O'Brien. $424.43. •
Commonwealth vs. G A Chandler,
forfeiture. $100,
The following eases were cti,
missed:
Loci:motive Englneene ss
-RepresentaApril
6.7
Washington,
oseiation vs. Eva It Winfree: Flora
tive 'Hill informed the president that
Winchester, Ky., April 6. (Special.) Tyree vs L. Earl Griffith; Friedman,
a poll .of the house shows the Aldrich
Hill told — Judge Benton charged the grand Kellef & company vs Stith & Vinhill will fail of passage
cent.
the president there is a strong senti- jury to luvestigate raids, the scraping
The mandate. of the court of sp.
ment for the creation of federal cum- of tobacco beds and barn burning. He
peals was Sled in the eases Realise
misnior, which sball work during the delimit:teed night riders,
the Mechanics and Farmers hank and
•-congressional recess to submit a rethe
N C. & St L. railroad, charged
Ctirviply.
Live
.Mast
port at the nest session.
,..Lotsieville, Ky., April 6 it:imolai I with railing to have the word " neftrpo ris tr " displayed in front of the
Pensacola, April 6. litreet car- —Ninht riders invaded Henry county,
Ind and !mooted the tobecoo factory (dices; tioth concerns were fined at
conductors and motormen struck
belonging to Zechariah Taylor. They the last term of -court, but the Tower
day in sympathy with men who were left a note, telling him If he did not court's decision was reversed by the
suspended and ordered to report for live on 130 a month thereefter he court of appeals etc] the &dans were
dismissed.
would have trotablex
work three ernes daily.

DECEMBER SHOOTS
POOR MAY BECAUSE
OF'HIS JEALOUSY

• ALDRICH BILL

STATES UPHELD

JUDGE DENOUNCES
NIGHT RIDERS AT
WINCHESTER, KY,

-

•
THE PADUCAH EVinarro SUN
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THZ MASON
Why W. 13. McPherson tkmatbastee to
itecosansead Vince.
First: Because it Is not a patent
medicine and it contains besides tonic
iron all of the medicinal curative elements of cod liver oil actually taken
from fresh cods' livens, but without a
drop of oil to nauseate and upset the
stomach and retard Its work; therefore,,,wherever old-fashioned cod liver
oil or emulsions will do•good, Vince*
will do far more good.
Second: Because Vinol acts first
upon the stomach, creates a healthy
appetite, strengthens tad tones up
the digestive organs purifies and en
riches the blood,_ and. in a natural
manner, restores health and strength.
Third: Because Viotti:contains na
Injurious drugs to react upon the system: every Ingredient being named
on the label, a patient knows evectlY
what he is taking.
Fourth: Because we
. sold
anything in our store that gave sun!
universal satisfaction tot old PeoPle,
weak.
women • and children.
nursing mothers, and to build up the
system after a severe sickness, and
for relieving hacking coughs, chronic
cold". hronehiths_and all _throat and
lung troubles.
Try Vinoi on our guarantee. W. D.
McPherson. druggist: Paducah. KY.

84 COUNTIRS TO
VOTE ON SALOONS'

.The Kiltticky

Big Tight in Illinois Calnil.

Wes Tomorrow.
•

ralle of Nearly Tao Thousand Saloum
Dellarsids eel Ressatt at Tneeday's

Hpdquarters

Monday, April

I

HITTER

c,•cl,t1.1

kup, Et4,1rt

MR. RALPH McDONALD

For
SPRINGFIELD'S

4

Next Week, Starting 1 Al V. Mills Stock Co.

IF'IGH1

e

Late leading man with James
O'Niel and past four years
director of the 4-Par's Stoyl
Co. in Cincinnati, 0.

Prices lice 2c,31c

Springfield. III • April 6.—Up anA
Matinee Wednesday And
down the entire state of Illinois the
Saturday.
rumble of the water wagon is heard
Ladles free Monday night
Last night the anti-saloon campaign
nip one paid reserved
in 84 counties is practically closed
Best
seat ticket.
and the Mantic struggle hetgeen the'
brewery and anti-saloon forces is near
an end. The magnitude of the contest to be wagedat the polls Tuesda!
141eu7serft A-prtt-it.- without- opixte11-1611:
tan,hcat_be_obt•Ined from the folios
Gieenup. le) , April 6.—Conven ,('ongressman Bennett is at present
nig net of cities which will vote on
rein. to select a Republican candidate chairniau of the Ninth district ad
the Saloon issue:
for tongrees were held la the thirteen si'l likely be a candidate to succeed
Springfield. Champaign, BloomingKen 'himeelf.
011111 It's 4.0mpoblug the Ninth
ton, Paris, Becalm.. Danville. Galestie k2 district. Congressman Benburg, Cairo, Kewanee. Moline. RockBier:A
.-Would you like to begin
nett. who resides here, is advised that
-tort.- Rork - island. Freeport, ICenleU"
all of the'counties have instructed for l efe over again!"
Mee. Aurora. Pontiac, Elgin. Joliet.
tem and he will be nominated at nu ; firer- -- No; I'm deep enough
ii
Waukegan, l'rbana, Clinton. Pehin,
atistriel coaRention, which meets at (bin now."- -firookl)n Eagle.
Canton, Monmouth. Paxton, DeKalb,
Dlt•VE.IT CULLEVS 9 TO 0 IN THE Belvidere, La Grange, Lincoln. Carlinville, Tay:orvitle. Pena, Staunton.
FIRST GAME.
Vandalic Litchfield. Mattoon. Charles
ton. Siselbyvile, Virden. Dwight and
many others.
They look bettlir, feel bottler and work bettor. Clipped hones are easier
Edea Hal Stars and H. A. K's OVUM
Election In 1.100 Towafihipa.
to groom and you are not aatioyed by horse bake when driving. We
Bats at Lincoln Avenue
townships
In
Of the total of 1.365
have an electric machine and an expert operator and will give you al
Grounds.
Illinois, 1,100 will vote on the saloon
good work as can be done, at the regular Flee.
queetlon Tuesday. In the Springfield
district trent.: counties under township orgauitation and five others unThe Culleys and Pratt, played an
der precinct organization will vote
•imeneeperelled.)
eRelting baseball game at Sixth and
the twenty will vote In
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
Lusbaads streets yesterday afternoon. Eleven of
will
The Pratts won the game by a score every township. Three others
The
of 5 to O., beigg the first shutout of vote in ever) township but one
fight vslil affect 250 saloons In Sangathe season.
Snider and Gourieux
this
termed the battery for the Culleys. mon rouoty and a total of :165 in
end Dunbar and Hedges did 'a like district. while the total for the state
stunt for the Pratt team. The feat- will reach nearly double that numbei.
From 4,600 to 5.000 speeehes haie
ure of the game was the work of Dunbar in the tem who in the second in- bee% made In the state, among the
I
ning threw nine balls, and fanned promineizt orators parthipating being
: of Georgia; Gov
three batters. The Pratt& had MS: Seabotirne Wright
Made of the purest crawl's- and 'finest chocolate;
eye on the ball, and lid In the number J. -Tratitif Henley. of Indians: Asids4ant Attorney General Trickete. of
special price for today and tomorrow only __so
of hits.
Kansas. and 'M A. Waterman, of Kan
Stars Win.
The Eden Hill Stars and the R. A. sas City, all *peaking against the saWe are now serving allgikinds of Sundae', Phosphates, ClionoR 's played a game of baseball yester- loon. Clarence S. Darrow, of 011Fl•ffs and other cooling drinies. We mrve the original
fates,
day afternoon on the-Lincoln avenue moo. and others spoke for the sa"Houle
Dope" Try it.
loons.
grounds, and the Stars were victor326-328 South Tim' Sine
ious by a score of IS to 12. Ford and
Ritter Fight- in Springfield.
Stotrely were the battery for the whiSpringfield has bad a characteristic
ners and the battery for the R. A R.'s struggle, enle Of the-bitterest, in fact.
was Hampton and Cathey.
In the state, -this being the lei-gest 14, and wounded a drummer Pttned
cit) with a population of 60.00e, and Carter, was arrested here. Bishop is
Ike look. Musk sad Soda %eller Men
12.000 voters registered. The last said to have gone to Louisville site!
a
brewery
Interests to pre, the shooting and to have remained
,effort of the
vent the issue going on the ballot there several days
He then tame to
% MAYFIELD LEMON. :I failed when Judge Thompson. of the
Princeton. He will be turned over to
circuit court, denied the liquor men the 1iVebster cotoity authorities and
vit
a writ of prohibition to prevent sub- will probably be sent to Henderson
mission of the iseues. All the cam- for safe keeping
Col. Jim Lemon's poet at the Maypalgners have spoken here. The woBarry was one of a party of travelfield Messenger office. is moved to
whites these lines to Judge Lightfoot: men, under the leadership of Mrs. ing men who, while driving through
„Susan Lawrence Dana. have made a the country, were waylaid
and fired
remarkable fight for local option. on by • crowd of negroes who were
Needs No Glottilog Gas.
Magazine svi!I give absolutely
They have abandoned th% plan to after er lynching party that
was reAway down in old McCracken,
serve coffee and sandwichis at the potted to have started after
free
popular
ft
young men if women re a
negro
Where the mighty waters run,
polls.
ceiving
number (). votes in this contest. a
Judge Llithtfoot is loudly calling
For the latest Gattling gun.
the Paducah Central Business College,
Prof: Oralsise's Ilineast Alarniksg.
To Drivp Out Malaria
Aad -Bead Lip the tipsiest.. Frankfort. le) . April 6. - Friendc
9,
Early In the morning he talks.
Take the Old Standard °NOYES of state Superintendent of Public InAnd laughs and has his fun.
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. Yod strnction Crabby ire considerably- woe
But when the shades of night come on know what you are taking. The for- ried over his condition. Spuerinten'dTo In nominated in this contest, fill out., or haie your friend till
He calls for the latest Chatting gun. mula is plainly printed on every boti ent Crate* has been confined to hiR
out Coupon No. 1, and forward or bring to the Daily Sun °Moe adtie, efiowirig lt, is Amply Quinine and apartments here for the past week.
dressed to “Manager fit Magazine Onitest." After eieddidate Is
When the "night riders" are named Iron in a tasteless form, and the most and fears are entertataed that he k
nominated and expresses a ftaire I remain to We gamest, they
will I* provided with coupon and receipt b-oks with instructions
He gently smiles and ealls it fun' effectual form. For groan people down for ahard tussle with t)pholn
ash) bow to get subscription The olupct of this conked Is to InBut when the shades of night come on and children, See.
fever.. He is said to have great troucreme the circulation of this rell-km,wh magazine In this territory.
He calls for the latest Gattling gun.
ble sleeping, owing to his overwrought nervous condition.. It wit.
One
The judge is a brave little man.
said that he had so far showed no
for one year's
And was never known to run,
itnproeemest.
But when the shades of night come on
Magazine will entitle
He calls for the lateetVattling gun.

•11

ALL 8TA.-lit CAST
repertoire soossony on the reed.

PRATfS WIN -

CLIP

MARKET YOUR ABILITIES
IN THE HIGHEST MARKET
The first issential of business, success is to
market yodr product where it brings the highest
^
If your iservides are the product which you are
trying to market to the best advantage, you will
want to reach the man of affairs, the substantial
business man.
You might take a month or so and call on most
of the prominent business men of Paducah, but a
much quicker and more satisfactory way to place
your abilities before them is through the Want
Columns of THE SUN.
A newspaper, like water, soon finds its own
level. THE SUN is edited, its policy is aimed, for
the approval of the best element of. the city. That's
why it is, and alwas has been; true that

In Paducah More People Rcad The
Sun Than Any Other Paper
Remember this true old saying: If you are
willing to work for $10 a week, there are plenty of
people willing to let you. if you, want to better
your condition, try a three time ad in THE SUN.
It will only cost you a few cants and may mean the
turning point in your career. Business men arc on
the lookout for bright young men and women—
always.

.
p

$30,050 BLAZE.
Bueiness Dietrict of Aurora. She,
Alnuisit Ileetrayed.

Aurora, Nto-, April 6.—The business dIstrict was practically destroyed
early Sunday morning by a fire, whit%
caused a loss of nearly $30.00n,
only partial inNurauce. The blaze,
the origin of which IR unknoen,

FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
e
These are the foundations upon
which we are building success.
Our horses are groomed to the
pink of condition always and our
equipment the best, yelk., our
prices are extremely resivemble.
Next time you want to take a
Sere, just call

HAW AND SON
EOM'
11.

417-471
*term St.

started in the general' merchandise
store of Abe Lemaster. and owing to
a strong wind - became uncontrollable.
The following firms were burned
out:
J. E. Lea, grocery; loss $1,500;
partially insured.
Lawrence restatirant;.-loss $500.
C. M. Bulger, hardware; loss $1.sue; $1,000 insurance.
Abe hen:easter; loss $6.000; $3.02o insurance.
C. E. Spangler. racket store; loss
$1,500; g:;tio Insurance.
Lane & Anderson, .secondhand
store; loss $1720%; no insurance.
N. M. Alexander & Co., poultry;
loss 15410; no insurance.
The hustnees houses were owned by
Frank McKinley, Mr. Brubaker, of
Chicago. and Abe heniaster, the loss
being estimated at $11,4110, and partially covered with insurance.

YOUR

1-10iZSES

THE TULLY LIVERY CO.

Everything in the
bicycle line.

Something Mighty Good

CHOCOLATE SUNDAE

S. E. Mitchell

D. E. WILSON
Four Scholarships In Paducah
Central College Free

The Taylor-Trotwood
the four most
the highest
scholarship in
after contest closes May
KULE3 OF VOTING:

X: S OP KENTUCKY

r Only- D

A Notable Terns.
Hopkinsville, Ky., April 6. -Circuit
court adjourned after a six :weeks'
term, which' If regarded as one of the
most important which has been held
in this county la many leers. It being
wa)s.
notable in
'there were 39 trials by jury, In
say nothing of. the dosens of cases
which were compromised, continued
or settled by being submitted to the
court. The colnnionwealth secured a
round sum in fines for various offenses, the highest of thee* being that
of $500 paid by Char:as Hanratty, of
Clarksville, for the shooting and
wounding of T. W. Wootton.
The grand Jury returned about $0
indictments, among them being four
nicht riding. I. I., Matt Gholsort, colored,i)r. Wallis W. Durham and J,
Cannot study and make proper
W. Weaver, of this county, and Her_ __.ad_ :Mb
-Ceemillaw, of Trigg
venues in school.
county.
The salami waste of tissue in a forThe first conviction to be secured
4f anonymous letters was
growing child is imuilased by thatwriting
of Rob Wood. a young farmer.
study.
who has paid his, One Of 1)00 and
outt costs andIi 11011 hejall serving
food s0012 censes a three months' sentence.
Before leaving here Judge Cook,
trouble.
whose home is at Murray. Calloway
county, was asked, what steps would
be taken by the courts of that county
In reference to ere night rider troubles which have assamed slid a nnel•
nun phase there. Judas cook stated
that the regelar term of the circuit
Food for breakfast will carry the court there wenbil meet Monday week.
He receive% many strange notices.
And -believes them only sent in fun,
RuCiticen the shades of night come on
Re calls for the latest Gattling gun.
•
•
The Judge Weed not be alarmed,
In darkness and in sun,
The people are his loyal friends,'
He needs no Gattling gun.

Hungry
Child

Improper

Voting Coatent.
The vote for the four scholarships
In the Paducah Central Business college will bk counted again Wednesday
morning.
2983
MISS MOLLIE RULLIVAN
111111
MISS ALMA ADAMS..•
• 1800
MINN MART MILBURN
1611t
Miss Maggie Coyle
14111
Miss Vera& 1St. John •
1305
Miss Gertrude Hollowell
1140 braise
Miss Marie Brooks
Ulm Ruby Canada
4
'
411110.
Muse Bloillele Prince ..'•
g14
Misly_L4Rie Herzog
.
tee Armstrong
Sarah

Grape-Nuts
yosineemers op to noon with clear
and normal appetite for

Risser or lamb..
‘‘Ta4011.0.• liillisimsth,"

Caught

"anti*e

gi'ININF:-

That la 9320•TIVE
ROMO QUI
NINE. laxgefor the gnawer. of E
W GROI'FI
l'•el the World over
to Cure a Cold In Ole Day. 25e.
•
Ilinstrteet for

lieweett.

gwIngsvIlle. Ky.. April 6.-- in convention held here the Republicans -ot
Bath county appointed- delegates to a
convention to be held at Grayson
Carter county, April it, to nominate a
candidate for congress for the Ninth
district) and ipitructed' them to voti
for J. B. Bennett for congressman in
succeed himself.

COUPON NO. 2—When accompanied with
Dollar
subscription to Taylor-Trotwood
the candidate named in Coupon
to 200 votes. When accompanied with Two Dollars
three year's subscription to the Magazine will.en.
title the candidate named to 500 votes.
COUPON0 NO. I—Entitles a nominee in the contest to 100 votes when the nomination is made. After
nomination is made coupon is only good for one vote..
Coupons for Subscription must be. voted at least
twice a week, to be counted.
Single Coupons must be voted at least once a week.
• Votes being held back will not be counted.
When a sufficient number of active candidates have
been nominated, the inactive ones will be dropped and

1118 mom Ave,listen Pecs

the nomination closed.
You will note that Coupon run in paper has style•of
tvpe changed each week. This is to prevent holding
of yotes. Votes held up and run in on final count will
not be counted.
Address all letters or communications to "Manager
Magazine Contest," Daily Sun Office.

...FOR...

lanager, Tayler-Trotwood Magazin Contest

•

140Ft SALE
Choice Michigan Brahma awl lain
shan, also mired eggs for setting
New Phone 769

SUNNY SIDE POULTRY FARM

Rubber Stamps and Supplits, Numbering MaChines, Band Daters, etc.
oo°
er<NA*-H 4)/
-716
04t,
L
44it?-

SUN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.

DAILY
\

Pitbrieten. •

'Princeton. Ky., April
Ni°11011. IMMO the neernes who :• Accused if bfleig a mernher of t hi' ()girt
that at
and killed J 15 Barry, iir
Lou II.%
lo W•botet county, Karv.11

This coupon

115 5. bid V.

Isoial for one

ote.

•
•

•

SIT
Ilsin -t V1 IT
"s• •Jso#
111

TROOPS QUELL
u
LISBON RIOTS

I mac

td • antes, of a I'ad Li( rtiv 4 it
Too
•10014 hilteeinolar illedure It la
Late.

P&G! 71111/111111.

Gossip From the National Capital.

When the back begins to ache,
Don't wall until backache brines
(United Press.)
bovriag to
superior wisdom, dechtimic;
Washington, D. C., April 6.— ma
..B
nda
eada:. can
Till serious kidney troubles de- fieveral killed and Wounded
Things area't what%they used to be
11.: tell me who all's
%el;
in the satiate since "Pitchfork- Ben" governor of Alissi,s,ppi?"
I grew, trolitdas destroy night's
Tillman has been compelled to take a
For the life of him Senator` Overreel
vacation owing to 111 health.
man couldn't just at that moment
Prat by a Paducab
/lotuirchist coalition Majarty Is .ibtthence.
The senior senator from South remember who ass governor of Misstared--iie Ileputire leteced
Cerolina occupies a somewhat anoma- sissippi. He walked away crestfallen,
W. Wooten, retired, of i4n3
•
Su Far.
nett street, Paducah, Ky., Oen:
lous place in the upper house. Al- and now blu,i.es every time the inci"About selen >ears ago I gave
though he has spene_thirteen years dent is
to Uncle Sam.
referredto.
stateuient for publication telling of
hunting trouble and joyously welcomSome weel.s ago in this correspondth, great merit of Doan', Kidney
fug the chanre to lanrbaste anything
Pills and what they had done for me RUM/OMAN CRY.* OP FRAUD. or anybody when opportunity offers, ence there ea.; a reference to the
after other remedies had failed. I
there is no member eif congress that $10,000,006 fund waiting in the Uniteas et that time a sufferer from kidis so universally esteemed for his big- ed States t.,.1.-ao for claimants of
!ley trouble and had been for several
damages to ,iillthfl'herS' property by
Lisbon, April 6.—The elections her. ness of heart and minT.— Even those
)(an. My rest at night was greatly
federal soldir Liming the civil war.
atilSb
Were conducted* peaceably violently opposed to his views admire
broken and my health Was Ittuzh. run
The opinion aies hazarded that There
with the exception of gil4Dr disorders his blunt, direct, but withal, temperadown
I learned,. of Dban's.:COlite.,
were probab
many families in the
le some of the disafilseted districts, mentally kindly, mannerisms.
Pill, and procured a supply at Desouth
rightfail heirs to this legacy'
veer, followed by
Therefore the news from Senator
rioting.
bate Sun & Co. 's drug store. I took
which was put down by most vigorouc Tillman's home that he was suffering but whe had never known of the sum
thtni as ctlrecl..d and wee meetly
melon on the part of the notice and from a nervous bieakdown and might to which they were entitled.
benefited. I now think awn mote,
A letter recently reached the Washtroops.
not ire able to resume his seat at 'this
:41411el,y of this rented) than I did at ,
ington
°Mee of the United .Press—
ocessioned more than passing
The-Saint -broke- out In different
aitit hat IOW the tett et thieE''"
addressed simply "rncle Sam"—from
concern.
Aelde
front
the
personal
Parts
of
the
as
though
a
city,
by
50
VW IMO by all deAlers. Price
a woman in southwestern Kentucky
Foeber-ailbarn Co., Buffalo,oncerted plan. Troops which prehatcns. ha feeling of afection in which he Ii detailing the damages done to
her
held,
his
kern
thiftoe--beelitgatroHng,
insight
public
and others, that had
into
New York sots-agents for Hie
been held In reserve, were immediate- questions, and the fearlets directness father's property during-the warv.ana
slates
for which there bad never ..been any
effects in Double
Smith k'elvet Carpets
Reinembt r the name—Doan's-z-- ly ordered Into action and they charg- with which he champion or attacks restitution. The writer
pathetically
ed
every
matter
the
mobs
that
In
places
of
filled
the
importance
before
the
RLAI take no other.
recites
Inlaid
Jap
the
Mattings,
devastation of the farm
streets, but without effect.
senate makes his absence there a dis10-Wire
house, destruction of crops, store of
The rioters used clubs, stones and tant loss.
25c
......—:-.
Issraln,
laspiiesenton-t—af----ltarssos
and
weapon war or-tone. and
rarely is Senator Tillman now
65c
,other horrors of the war. The letter
the troops were obliged ,to nre upon .
Red and Blue Carpet
referred to illi uncouth, raw, illiterate 'has
been turnd over, to the congressthem, killing and' woundipg a number ape
eyle
dstrong—adjeetives that once man from the
Patterns, worth 25c
90c
writer's district.
This determination on the part of the were
ught to be aptly descriptive.
authorities Seemed to have the deAbout Bailey.
.• o longer bold, good, because
tun ifORTInfie PLAYS Kilt• sired effect and shortly the mobs were time has proven that his bellicose,
There is a great deal of,iptereat in
Well dispersed.
OINtlet:R t tifferattitA.
brutally blunt and unpolished attitude the senate as to the outcome of Joe
. At a late hour moat of the Republe Is merely a'cloak that covers an
activ• Bailey's struggle to Maintain political
dila-voters had gone to 'their homes, mind, a brain that is eminently ma,,-- leadership in the Lone Star state.
but a baud of youths continuea to
The.whole of Texas is reported to
Brought Trahi Into Terminal Repel demonstrate • before the churches. terra!, a tongue that commands rhebe .in the throes of a plIticarconvuttorical
hut
rugged
and
the
speech
telasta %head of Schedule
They onfined their disorders, how- bright polish of satiric ipnuendct and Mon on the question as to whether
Thaw,
ever, to shooting, and a recurrence of Inventive. Beneath
the skin of tin, Bailey shall be a delegate to the naany serious disturbances during the roaring lion is
tl.:mai conventioqs, whether Attorney
discerned the lamb.
remainder of the night did not &tient
•. Senator Tillman is one of the tradi- oeneral Davidson. who led the fight
Atlanta, Ga., April g,—auee state; , Probable.
tions of the senate—bait he is more 'against Bailey in the legislature
when the latter was accused of imRoosevel t, daughter of the president.' A large Monarchist coalition major- thee a ghostly
apparition—he is
,.100a at the throttle of the Atlanta By, composed uf the two old "rota- eternally on the
proper relations with the Standard Oil
job.
If
some
quesand West Point train when it steamed Cie" paellas, the nationalist-clerteal tion comes up in the senate that has company, shall be renoth/nated and
into Atlanta. She had been- its en-;and tranquist groups. is assured. a suspicion of a joker in it, whether re-elected; whether the legislature
gineer all the way from Newnan, mull Ninety-nine out of ode hundred and it concern's Maine, gr California, oi will be controiied by the Bailey or
anti-Bailey element. - and, lastly,
hart brought it into the tortninarliMpOt forty-al: deputies to be chosen. aro South
Carolina, Belligerent
Ben
whether that new legislature ohs!:
here just six minutes ahead of ached- a:ready reported elected, and are, mor reaches for his
pitchfork
and
d:gs
aashists.
arty until the light is let in. Ana pass a resolution of _conlidence in
Bailey or demand his resignation
The ReplIblicans, who had but two
"I'm so Sorry it's over wits," she
-pitrhfore Is sharp, aril
parliament. lb
"from the.United States senate.
—
so.4 to altigineer 3ohn7T. fat; whee seatb la UM dissolved Specter of persons.
,Bailey opened the -campaign which
F the -trails slowed down, and caMM to. created' their representations' to
There'is a genuipe mad deep-seated is to
has l'blY twenty. in Lisbon they
make or mar his sgslaigaI It/WU
pos.- !Pt
a s*and.Wlu4ertt
—
the tie-pellet aeclioni -V" the -elfj-,--but ear ruilanuf-LO
in Fort Worth last week. Frdnt. now
&ea Ake Ritlatit hour
$39.15 to $55 00
Tillnian
does
return
hig
Wales:
condi
disoutside
on until May 2 he will speak sit days
1 guess I'm the only presidennt the gerrymanders in the
Pre
Don
•
may
abuse
a
change
from
the . in the week
&tighter who ever ran Mt engine." 4tricts offset in a measure this advantthroughout the state.
age The RepdbHcan leaders are rant- scrappy, hunting-trouffie Ben of yore. . Since grave chargos were made
-fraud."
of
the
!rig
Omanrata's
Dismay.
!against the Texas senator last year he
Try the Sae tor Jab WOO*.
The colleagues of Senator Over- has continually been waging
'wailers
man. of North Carolina, are telling I to down the- distrust they
raised—alhow he barked up the wrong tree the though Ihe,charges were
never subother day in Salisbury.
stantiated,
of the capitol grounds the ,other day, forget your umbrella?"
same Wien I have got so that I d
While a negro bootblack was glass- r
has -had a brileant career. a small, brisk. gray-whlwilliered man
"Pooh." said Uncle -Joe, (It might mind reflections on My size-- that
ing the senatpr's pedal extremities, I rule last year he was the
idol of the with a slouch hat jammed down over have been that he didn't use the word I'm not paiticularly sensitive about
A lockout &Netting 160,0100 masons
erman thought he saw an oppor- entire state. In congreSs he has made his face and a long black -cigar pro- "p0oh")-"11 never carry an umbrel- What
It la announeed that the dtesolution
doei jar me, however, is
allied
workmen
In
the
bridtlayers
and
tunity to improve the shining minute 1an enviables-reeeed---tra a
of the Finnish diet will take Place
truding underneath, dashed through la; couldn't keep It If I tried anyway. mental vacuity evidenced
lawyer
and
by t
.%prIl#1. Gee Langhoff will continue S01011111 trades went into effect in by educational conversation.
Istatesman, and by the absolute dis- the cold, chilly rain that was falling Besides umbrellas are only for women would-be humorists. One comes tO
as secretary of state. The senate Paris, France
"Sam." he queried, "tell me, do t interestedness of his motives
think that their impression of a
HR and energetically swat" himself on and children and mollycoddles.'
The,physlelans who are &needing you know who's governor
probably will continue until shortly
son ,don't extend beyond his avoirdas
tot this ,has a wonderful magnetic personality-, the platform. He settled bIzoself
Adiolral
Paso
Rbbes,
Cal.,
Mesas
at
the
*it
before tbe convocation of
state?"
is a powerful speaker and Isaa /got comfortably against a corner of the
KW, and the sense of fun which
Protest of the Fat Man.
sak so is not entering from any ordiet.
Sam was nonplussed. After some peers as a conetitutiona:
leads them to voice these impressionS
platform,
puffed
violently
on
the
cilawyer:
.1
"My .friends." said the fat man
head scratching, he owned up:
A protession of Stetsit0 workmen Of jorkit trouble.
His frien-drbein the senate regret gar until R was well alight. and then
Is certainly rather primitive. And
tO0ithrilor 'lagoon has decreed the
plaintively. "moved. I suppose by a this
through the main
Rome marched
"Deed, boss. I &sant know."
:that
a
is tiring," the fat man conducted.
negligently
constituency
pushed
that
back
the
hat.
disonce
voislerd
nis non •f an army for Cuba
always
comjocose,
appear
dtsire
to
ihotoughfares of the city and held o
Whereupon the senator proceeded with .vociferous unanimity the
—New York Prem.
closing the well-known features of
pride
set
down
by
Ale
general
lines
they
aktig
whenever
ment
on
my
weight
where
the
eer%lces. at the cemetery
to administer a lettnre on the negro's 1they felt in his achievements is
now "Uncle Joe" Cannon.
run across me. It Isn't that they note
men killed in the rioting of last There tbk oftionly commission.
woful ignorance. Swelling with the split -and rent with strife.
Genius is
quality that leads
pasA congressamn who had' witnessed an alarming. change in the number
Murray,
foreign
0111% 'MINIM
slay were buried.
eonstiousness of a duty well done,
torte Joe.
the speaker's astonishing ;ignite of pounds I carry about, for I have Titan to starve to death so that,
Mayor }rept:titre, of Philadeltilits, send* agmkt Of the Illinois Central and with his shoes newly•ohined,Ne
Just as a capitol ear got weil under greeted him rather reproachfully.
been what my tailor politely calls 'sib friends can erect a monument to UV
kast issued a call (or a meeting this railroad, died at Nev Orleans.
was Mit about to depart, when Sam.!way and was gradually
addressslippinug
delivered
out
3.
Bryan
**Mem
"Mr.'
re
Speaker,"
said
he,
permanent
"did
these many years. By the iiiemory.
stantial'
you
week of the enigmas'
Ref committee to devise Means to re- ee at Rutabagas:Dodge City and Oar
Pirre distress among the unemployed. den City, Kan.
• George E Purvis. who. with Hoary
Neighborhood Favorite.
**Berson and Albert Roberts, pubMre E. D. Charles. of Harbor. Me.
lished the R..oublican Banner at Nash
vile directly after the Cleil war. die( speaking of Electric Bitters, says "It Is a neighborhood favorite here
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tur `Carpet Man Wants to
.6ce 1(vti
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When you buy your new carpet or draperies you would, of
'course, like to liuy it of a'salesman who knows, wouldn'nt you?
One who makes that particular line his life's work would be
your preference.. We have this man in charge ef our department and his knowledge is at.your disposal. If there is anything
you are particular about being just right, come to us. .* .*

Vkina aid japax Wattingo

'darpet4

Beautiful new
Dyed and
worth 30c
Green,

AT THROTTLE

95c

Tapestry Carpets _75c

9-Wire Tapeltty Carpets

All-Wool lograin Carpets! 65c

We "%duke Wham, Jhades

Ying JiEe

:face Vurtains

Full width White or Arab Curtains
A splendid quality White or Arab Curtains
Madras Net; a very dainty Curtain —
A great line of Novelty Patterns,

_

$1.00
$1.50
$9 00
$3.00

gugd

9x12 Brussels Rugs
9x12 Velvet Rugs
• 9xI2•Axnainster Rugs •
9'12- Wilton Rugs

$11.75__
$1600
._•_$1.9,,CK) to $3000 -- -

-

News Notes From the Sunday Papers.

CARPETS, RUGS, DRUoGETS
MATTINGS, ETC.

4
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cheap and common," said the C71,
tomer. The price you ask for It is
prepooterous.
"My dear sir." replied the dealer.
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it's really the very best quality, but
lea made to appear cheap and common
so no one will steal it."—Pbilatielplila
Press..
The Grand Duke Ormataatine.' as
Russia, is said .to be the most clattered ROMiaoff now living.

line we offer you in Carpets, Rugs, Druggets, etc., are the.first prpducts of Amen i :an looms, and their elegance
THEis out
of all proportion to their expense. In spite of their unique and beautiful designs, in spite of the excellence

of material and workmanship used in their making, they cost no more than the ordinary line shown you elsewhere. We
.• . . . •
are offering some exceptionally rare values right now which you cannot afford to ignore.
_
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__
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ON IN MIOCIIIANICHIWRO Erankfort to Demean last week.
woodworkman for carriage work. Ad
FOR SALE-A complete steam
to reform or they would go to the
2 o'clock. The meeting is of much
dress B, care Sun.
I. ndry including hone and wagon.
Mrs. James Buckner. POO, Jefferson pen. They' were penitent, but yes-'DR. SULLIVAN'S SERMON
Importance.
The Rev. J. W. Cantrell, of the
METHODIST.
AT
SUNDAY
Thee
if ,sold at once. ping old
again.
'Cheap
at
Is
114104
cook
home
sass.:
WANTED--Good
arrested
has
returned
Metropolis.
street.
wore
eseday they
-Miss Ruble Foil*. of
Mechanicsburg Methodist church asFrom the text "Hereby know Broadway, Mrs. E. P. Mallory. Na
Lollies 426-r or 18043-a New phone
a niece of Ural riga* Andres. 17!. sisted by the evangelist. the Rev. J. much improved from her recent ill- Wail pill be held tomorrow morning.
we are the spirt of truth and phone ;$67.
her eriverRI
'isle or call 50234 South Seventh
detained
Meyers streetobas badly burned by a , Kendall, held services in that ness, which
the spirit of error," I .10bn.
! FOR SALE CHEAP- Tied buggles Street,
coal oil stove aerldinit "tinder after- ckprck yesterday. The subject was, weeks at St. Joseph. Ito., where she •VIIN ORRAT INEVITAH1.1.7'
e'fitt4iit
wee vetting her daughter, Mee. J. N.
A Wirral
fIVRIMLIT OE FINE sERMON. Rev. G. T. Sullivan preached
ON THURBIDAL a41111
Is exoelleat condition, one a Stanhope,
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"A High Day in Zion." At both the
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yesterday
sermon
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evening services a num
morning
on "The
Mr. A J Moreland, of Metropolle.
and lots,
''The Great Ipevitable" was the Broadway Methodist church
FOR RENT-Furnished room wit-1i mean farms, three houses
her of conversions were made. The was visiting in the city Sunday and
of the evening of the Rev. M. Spirit Dominating the Present Age." bath. $2.00 per week. 401 .South household furniture, ten horses and
subject
•hurcti was filled for both services. Monday'morning.
Dr. Sul:ivan emphasized the various
mules. mulch cows, stock bogs and
E. Dodd, of the First Baptist chords
l'ourth street.
Services will be conducted every afterJudge J. 1.4, Dorsey. of Henderson, last night, and a large congregation forms of the "strenuous life" today,
firming implements. Futrell & WU,
In
honks
good
SALE--Four
odon at 2 o'clock and every evening was In the cite Saturday and returned
FOR
carried to excess, as the 'spirit of
Uffighani.
was preterit. Dr. Dodd dealt on the
excellent condition. Johnston-Denker
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made his points on the value
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FOR RENT-Five-room cottage.
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Episcopal.
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sac tomorrow night on his trip to the character of the person ending the truth upon all. In juxtaposition be IV modern conveniences, Inquire 523.
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' In his version last night at Grace Holy Land. He will also lecture at
were two additions placed the things that were working Porth Sixth,
establishments. has accepted a very
Ktescolial church, the Rev David C. Valens Wednesday night and at Le- invitation. There
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were
That's a name to conjure
truth"
a
for
"spirit
of
FOR CIAIANING wall paper, clean- flattering offer. from a large Illinois
to the church at the evening service.
Wright enumerated the stones that banon Thurelpy night.
dotes for the too strenuous activities ing and scouring carpets, painting and eholesaie house, of which he will soon
with among the lovers of
would bayes to be trailed away from
of the age, and stated that notwith- repairing, call at 121 South Ninth assume the management. Mr. Harper
Mr. JamessWeille went te Joppa
etwieus Charge.
the sepulcher before the Christ could this morning on the Dick Fowler on
sweet things. Only a perfeet
T. standing all the "errors" of the day, Street or phone 338-a.
-41.
Apri;
Ky.,
Ifft Kentucky today but will return
Center.
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cons, into the lives of Ills people as a business.
the world was growing better and
blendiog of the purest ingredGET OUT that old suit of last year .n a short time when he will make
Moore, for some Mite a re•Ident or
It ass an earnest and
Ilwer
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Smedley
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County Attorney
the town stronger
and have it cleaned and pressed by preparations 'for a more extended
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t exbortatIon along practical and wife retorted frost'. Martinsville. this city, was Arrested b%
ients could possibly produce
marshal of Tuttle. Okiahonil, TuesJames Deify. %nth Ninth near Broad- trip.
lillee tot daily livIrm and thought. "One
Ind.. after a short visit with relaHAD A REVOLVER ON HIM.
way, and it will look like new.
such deliciously toothsome
day night on a charge of seduction
1 TAKE_PLEASURE in announe
Sweetly Solemn Thought" was sung
SO HE SERVES Orr A FINS.
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he
hist
against
preferred
LOST-A good ride If you don't lug to my friends apd the public that
WW1
a, the morning offertory by
dainties. There is a certain
Wilson,
and
Police Lieutenant Thomas Potter
Mrs. D. H. Hughes
old niece, Miss Clara May hail Moore,
buf your buggy. phaeton or surrey I have opened a complete shop for
Langstaff and Mn, R. D MacMillen.
liam, returned yesterday afterntson a painter and paper hanger by trade, was notified last night by the marshal
no
distinctive-but there's
Miss Ruby Lamb sung-the evening
from
Powell. Rogers & Co., Incorpor doing plumbing and gas fitting at
at Rippe that Ike Bowman, colUred.
front Morganaeld after a week's visit
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Fowler last night, and left his boardK. E. Thomas, of Mt.
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were living at his home in this counNotice.
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Is in the city.
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and see.
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Setts Met the boat and Beeman was
• Attorney J. Campbell Flournoy reJuly.
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size
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Atlanta, Ga.. yesterday.
work and my prices are reasonable.
The World Is Hemel.
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-Offthat left overcoat at
days In jail before going back Is the
Attorney Charles C Graasham went
nitel memorial services.
you e fll give me a trial I beiiisee
If
A civil engineer in England who
the Three Links building during sit
to Evansville yesterday on legal busi- teed to prove that the earth was Illinois shore.
the priceia uniformH F. WILLIAMSON. C. 0.
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exhibit can get same by calling on
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Ernest Baumgard. Phone 2165.
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Famous Pickpocket Amsted,
Mr. Harry Runion, 1314 Jackson leeted one of the English lakes and
St. Louis, Aptil 6
M C. Hogan. lhone P044.
street, was called to Michigan yester- ',rove three poste in the water, leaving
WATER NOTICE.
Spread Massie Leaves.
day by the unexpected death of his each post three' feet above the *titer owner of Hogan'n bank, Altatnopt,
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PATIMNSI OP THE WATER COMInc and placing theme saY, a mile
Return to Brunhon's left today for Rt. Louis to go in the
Attorneys Charles K. Wheeler and apart. On a day when the water was Mercantile Trust company hero today F. on 'ease
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for re- St Louis and Alton packet trade,
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Dipple, who
The l!ne was found to pass terse feet thief gave the name of Fronk eelick. Will collect, your rents, pay your taxes At. Louie by William
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THE LOCAL NEWS !CHURCH CROWDED IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
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Saturday Scalers

Saturday, April S
Lith I
the exceedingly
low and
TifierY attractive price
Hart
.1 on the articles
named

PHONE ORDERS

GEO. 0. HART & SONS

HOTEL ARRIVALS

BENTON MAN AIMED

WANT ADS

,ii

ALLEGRETTI'S
CANDIES

1i
I

65c Pound

Gilbert'sDrag Store
4th and Broadway

1

1

Ks.
oohs

WEEK

25

And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most mott.era.
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
"ftlittars NW% This great remedy

RISI

BREAST

th:m
is G°d
th-rsen
ou4Itotarni:Indset:
a ICI

NO PROSECUTION
.souser

Are You
Sick?

ELMEJI, NicittnatON
sETTLESIKAT.
.1

ordeal with safety.and no pain.
No woman who uses'Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
Nicbolsoit. His Reseler. Awe- and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its home Millard
Amount 4 Bogy,
to Pay Full
(becks,
analinsures safety to life of mother and child,and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong and MOTHER'S
Mrhard Nicholson, le-other of ilt),mer
good natured. Our look
Nicholson, the Bandana merchant whet
"Motherhood," is worth
!eft bad cheeits• amounting to $1,600
Its weight in gold to every
with Paducah in. reliant' sod basitee;
woman, and Nrill be sent free in plain
e to the eity Saturday
rron Friday ,
and at a le. •••.ng srlth the sittings of
envelope by addressing application to

FialEmi

Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta,Ga.
e'snetillilegelaMilEigisalegr-MMIter

NOTICE
This company last season clanged its electric
current .from 125 to 60 cycits and likewise
changed, free of cliare to it.i customers, 125
cycle apparatus -tool) cycles. Any fans- or
other 125 cycle Apparatt,ii formerly used on
our circuits %Nil! t5'put in working condition
if the attention of the company is called tci
the fact before May 1st, 1908. .• .4 •

his brother, Mr. Nieholson agreed to
pa) the fult amount lost, on eleaditron
that no prosecution be made. • Accordlogo the warrants fumed in the pollee coed will be filled away. •
Mt. Nicholson stated while here,
the he does not know where his brother has gone and had no knowiedms of
'hit whereabouts 'since he left the
country after eashing the worthless
checks.,
•
The Nicholson Brothers have conelected a'genoral store at Rieodana
euverai years and have 'always enJoYed a good husinerat. They dealt In
live stock to a great extent and Elmer Nicholson secured cash on Checks
claiming that he WM using 'it to bar
hie stock. He went to St. Louis olio ctly afterward and there sold his
wife's tar& at Maplewood for $12.1100.

siallii111111111111111ffelmmllemoloolre

Much sickness is due to
a weak nervous. system.
Yours may be. li it is,
you cannot get well until

von restore nerve strength

Broadway, Fifth Avenue and 27tfrSt.7NEW YORK.

ONE •COLoltED l4ND OW N
GOES TO POPE COUNTY, ILL.

In the Centre

ef the Shipping
Amalie It...want Receives Night Midei
Wareing anti Arlin lAlstl Near

IltstraL

'Your nervous system is

Nedsawaral Ciao.

nature's power house; the
organs of your body get
their power from it. If
the power is not there, the

action of the organs is
weak, and disease (sick-

ness) follows. Dr. Miles'
Nervine cures the sick
because it soothes the
irritated and tired nerves
and gives the system ,a
chance to recuperate.
Try tt, and see if you do
not quickly feel its beneficial effect.
-1 was given up to die by a leading doctor. Got one of Dr. linos
books and found that Dr Mlles' Nor-

••

HOTEL VICTORIA
.roN

Austin Howard. an aged acerb
farmer, of near peel,. is the head ot
the first family to leave 'McCracken
*county for fear that they:would be
attacked by night riders, having received a warning last week. Iloware
has lived In the vicinity from which
he Is now a refugee many years, ant
has a.ways been law-abiding anti
peaceable. Soon after he
.wea. warned
he went into Pope county, 11t., and
succeeded in exchanging his farm
In Kentucky for one In that county.
left Saturday for the latter. place
Itilloetart PlJJ1
Judge Lightfoot ads is.-d Howard to
stay here, aouritte hint protection.
hitt the old man rather than take
chanres, left the County.

al: laspo,,,,t_
,
1 5ewu5tft
.
,

ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF.
Rooms $1.50 per day and upward.
QEORGE Ytt SWEENEY.

Girs Us

bestir.
11/:,
now than I hire Owen for

Suffering and Dollars Saved.
verterri .
it- 4
years. sna
E.
S. Loper, of Manilla, N. Y., says:
do all my own work .pn the farm.
That's what Dr Mlles Nervtne boa "I tins a carpenter and have had many
dose tor ma, azsi I lam siad to mown- severe cuts healed by Bucklen's
Arlt to otners.•
J()MI J
Ittrerton. Mier.
nica Salve. It has saved me suffering
Your druggist setts Dr. Milos' Nene. and
dollars. It is by far the best
""•."1nt/74,
tou,',I,Vzorthlyin)1 Itr° nein: healing salve I have ever found
ou.
Wo
Heats burns,sores. ulcers, fever sores
iletteMeydical Co., FaUshart.
*emeriti Wad plies. fee at all drag
gists.

!•
at

Parr. t•co.

a Skirl of Volt

INSURANCE
All WM of limns

Ed

F

GOOD JUDGMENT
is the esser.tial characteristic of men
ntt Inuthell. Invaluable to good
The Emilleh. Peaay.
business men and necessary to irouse-•
At the rate of four tens a day the
:VeS.
A woman shows good judgUrftlib mint has been turning out col,
ment when she buys White's Cream
per coins in an attempt to cope with
Verusifuge for her baby. The best
worm medicine ever offered to moth- ilififit'LD
famine in petite In London and
the
RE INCREASED SAYS
\ -ra. Many indeed are the sensible
other centers. The stringency 'Always
SECRETARY TAFT.
motile:IC' who write expressiug their
be cornet most actIve toward the end
gratitude for the good health of their
of each quarter
Nearly all the Coouse
children, which they ow,' to the
mountain runt
lish gas companies have accepted the
-tor fiteamees penny-in-the-slot system of 'selling
Ti- errw ,Ion the middle division of White's 'Cream Vernofuge. Sold l'rgev Ship
From I
sto
had no
reach,
'bet
. r Inca, and before Mae by J. H. Oeblachlaeger, Lang Bros.
gas. The automatic meters are imp
Welty
train
New York the conductor rEd C. 0.
tied at the end of each quarter. The
Ifff.d given /the ilr; pas:•,ngern slOrs
popularity of this system of supplying
calling for/$3 each in ca41.
duds nation is !Mown by the fact that
notes weighing 1,33K
•
This is/ the :argest amount • the
Chicago.-1-11.,- April 6.--Williata H,
Dais' WO taken from flier MiterT Iii
a. hz4iiia tilepauy rigs Ilad -ta re=
Taft, secretary of war, passed his 4fro
osmeans
a do.an average of
on. petti
nalis
1.41
. ndoot)
bate'to i4 passengers since the "spemoond busy day in Chicago Saturday
cial" has been running.---.Pittsburg
with waother rotted of receptions
Speeial to tlo• Philadelpha Record.
{VATTED tit PADWAIN RECAUSE luncheons and speeches, windup with
e- eamellet et the Crieterimertzt-ithdit--BK.-A12310 -BROOKS. DENTItiT.
.—Keei;ing Open House.
if Chicago -at the Congress *gotel. ,
Evrybody is weicOme when we
Tbh-bulk of Mr. Taft's speeds ires
feel good; and we feel that way only
deioted to •dlecussioh of eouditicties
nee.
when our digestive organs are work- Flileal Court May Appoint 1,*
(hr ()Heat. especialle.as they tiro!
• inn to lastsect Ted
ing properly. Dr. King's New life
American trade In Chlia, Japan, KoCuttb..
le regulate the action of stomach.
I VA and the Philippines.
He led up
to this by discussing briefly the proliver and bowels so_perfectly one can't
gress of cOnetnictitia On the Panama
kelp feeling good when he uses these
canal.
pills.tr:le at all druggists.
11100111 -1411Nuelicart Beildisg. epBecause of ibe arancity of beef and
To secretary then turned to China, onym. IOW to Catholic tivarch. New
perk. and the high price# that are
The Evening Sun.7-10c a
ieetailing,"5 14e,butchgrs of the city rebottles briefly to the "eneirgy ana
have written letters to Dr T. E. Ise- anxiqty that Japan and Germany are
man, elate veterinarian, of Louisville. *owing with reference to the Chinese

CONSULS' PAY

The Paducah Light & Power o.
i.e,,

LEAVES COUNTY

E. J. PARTON
.1•11itors., ASP& .

LILLARD SANDERS
7f1/1

••••11,•••••••••

uys 0400 kyr Debby.
•
: -) Ivan's Rai:road Corn•
WRY the passentent on
2s, Pennlytrania's "spectai,'
I ON when the train arrived at New
York as a penalty for being three
hews late. This Is one Of the train
on which an extra farelialir -Fir
a quick run between New York and
Ch!cago. The company, In sel!tqr a
te.ket, agrees to pay the passengers

yt,,t to

.'jjT iiftiitlnetion.

A _landslide delayed it three ,hours
near -the Indiana line after leaving
Chh•ago. Part of this was made up
before reaching Pittsburg.
The engineer at Pittsburg tad or_ dersio speed his train to Altoona so
that no more time would be dicort. The
special TM: given a c:ear track to'
dispatehers alon.r, the line, but the
time. lost was not made up on tht

4

SOUTHERN BEEF

The Best Carriage
Service i 1-'c'Acah
You get handsome, well
appointed ear rl glee
when I serve you. We
love profit personal attention at all times.
HARRY

ANDERSON, PH ONE 915

LAUNDERING PLAITED BOSOM SHIP'S
.

Is the despair of many laundries, for without !he bowman
ironer, which *e have, it is simply impossible to avoid
that"hump." We Vivo the only machine of this kind it
West Kentucky—but the result is what interests you. It
irons smOothly. The button holes or stud holes match.
Negligee shirts with bratons are ironed perfectly and with%
ont injury. Plaited bosom Shirts, when ironed by this
machine, come through looking like new; the "hump" is

.

STAR LAUNDRY
•

hob Ph nes 200

120

l

asking permission to ' bring eattle
over,the quarantine line. A reply has
bell received.'"and the only condition
wht•reby the cattle msY be brought
over the line, is to huge a veteriaariin
appointed by the nasal court and innpect every animal ai soon as it is recelved. From April ?. to December 1
the datte. troll the !loath are not allow -40x be shipped north of the querantintiNIne, which runs through Tennessee. As meet may be bought
cheaper south of the line it Is prooable that the butchers may carry the
request- to the fiscal -eogirt—for ts--yeterinarian to inspect the stark.
WANTS TO
MEET YHTIIM iN HAD.

NOW York, Aprl r.
The first testi
motly In the divorce soil of Mrs. Elsie
French Vanderbilt against her husband. Alfred G. Xienderbilt/whlet.
was filed in the supreme eourt, wa:
taken before Referee David McClure
Howard Kempster the persona'
valet of Mr. Vanderbilt. was the one
witness called. The fact that the valet
(1:4 not depart with his employer on
the Mauretanla caused some eotntnent.
hut his appearanee before the referee
would {idiot that the reason he did
Mot do so was OH desire of the parties
to the action to rush matters through
Wbether he appeared under nabpoena
Or hy arrangement was not shown
When Lb. hearing *as adjourned
none of the persons Interested would
talk
•
BOMB IN SULTAN'S HAlt.14M.

YOUR FUTURE

211 Broadway

penwr EVIDENCE TAKEN IN

'"smiers

RENT
Rooms over
Lentilet & Lydon, now occupied by Dr.
Stamper.
Possession
March I, 1908.

Turkibb Beier and Women Flee in
.. Panic From Palate.
Pad*, April
dispatch from
C,, nrtantinople to the' Satin says .1
bomb was found in the harem quarters of the palace toda/. The sultan
arid his estivate,* became panic
stricken
Manx of the women aad
eunuchs have disappeared

LEN DLER
4LYDON

It costs over $1000 to ere a single
shot from °se of the largest gnats
and Is the ?nut &rev
I

Both Phones

192.

Green nousea 50,000 Feet of Glass

_Az

Choice CutftOS,Per deelle---•"-(kirtiatleall,ger dawn
••••••••..•••••••••
eyclarneds sad PrIsaguasa in blown, put Omuta—
Furte,a1..)
w;:itsti decorations a apastelti• we tem thew=
of Pot PI
VW Ohl.fa
;
r ingiVtaluirie,
••••••

-FtverffthmY

is.

City Transfer Co.

I

C. L. Van P4eter, Manager.
All Kiwis of hauling. Srcond
and Washington Streets.

Warehouse for Storage.

If You

Both

Phones 499.

Intend buying a photographiC instrument let
us stein you an
ESTABLISHED 111174.

EASTMAN IURIAI
We have theM iln dock
from $1.00 tole°. We
keep all the supplies
and do your developing

promptly.

Remember

there is no Imitation u
WM4 as the original
If
it in a Kodak it is made
by Eastman. .•

c
DRUG STORE
lals liel s Easing Woks

THE

CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADVCAR.

KENTUCKY.
UNITED BTATIZ Dlak-ORITOST.
Copital,ESarplas and Ustlividied Prothe
.100,000 no
Shareholders Iteepostelbetty
900,u00 u0
• .
Total Respoessiblitty to Depositors
8011.000 110
S. R. HUGHES* President. J014, J. FltfEDMA N. Vice Preekteal.
J. C. UITERBACK, Onshke. C. X RICH I RDNON, Anse, Outlier.
INTERMIT PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DtREeTtRUC
A. E. ANSPACISER, S. B. PIC011E8, ft A. FOWLER, J. I. FRII1Dt•1'TERB1C1i. DR J ft. flitoOKS, BRA(7K OWEN.
h. J

4
• f

•

laimmammememammaa.

Douse Cleaning

et

VANDERBILT DIVORCE SI"rr.

gar FOR .

mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

rusentatrve at work." be said, 'lapin
and flerinaay had thirty or forty." He
added: "I slop for a moment to point
out the ettetNiatulty of the policy of
th( United elates in respect to the
salaries and bossing of her cannier
and diplomatic rapressotath.ea through
out the world- Could anything be
wore mirepublican, more plutocratic
than a system of salaries and allow
Juices that bar frbm the diplcimatie
corps every one save millionaires."
,Mr, Tan a tittle later digressed to
urge the yroprtety of a ship subakO
tot a line of steamers between the Pacific coast, Japan and China.
The Jwmpleig Off Place:
"Consumption had me lp Its grasp
and I had almost reached the pimps
ing off place when I was advised to
try Dr. King's New Discovery; and I
want to say right now, it sated my
We. Improvement begat with the
first bottle, amid after taking one
dollen bottles I was a well and happy
man again." Ws George Moore or
Ovirmiskand. N. C. . As a remedy for
weak,
totnrks and cold, and healer
sore hulas and for prerentifig poen,monis New Discovery Is supreme. 50iand $1.00 at all druggiets. Tr:al bottle free.

'Terre Haute.
April 6 —Henry
McDonald.'the . ealoon keeper,* who
shot and
kirled Detective Chef
Dwyer in the court roorewhen a• jury
returned a verdict against him on the
charke of dynamiting a chnrch. and
who also wounded several Officers,
echo. In turn. opened fire on him, hitting him five times, is better, but will
hardi .recoNer.
sa‘, he wants to the and "Irn
to hell." where he will have a game
or etuhrc with Dwyer.
Posectolng Attorney Cooper preferred a charge of murder In the first
degree against him, and he will be
tried at once If he recovers.

N. Fourth St.

may look bright arid prosperous—but a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the Lime when you will need money—there
is only one way to do it--savv, and you Will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per Cent interest on all savings accounts if left with us six months or longer.

trade,"
"Where we hare one consider rep-

SCHMAUS BROS.

Season

at bud

is

You'll want Larpets cleaned.
We don't
BEAT them; we CLEAN them, That's what

House
Cleaning
Time

you want. .•

•

.•

.•

I

•

I New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
Phones 121.

smaalar
Brings up.the questions of
what is best to polish the
furniture and wood-work;
how to avoid repapering
some of the rooms; what
to use on tinted walls. We
carry all the beet wood
polishes, wall paper cleaners and wall tints. If yon
are too busy to go to the
store, call nit by phoue and
we'll deliver the goods
.....41•••••10

S. H. WINSTEAD
DRI'fili I iT
Ptah Phart

11 wed Platys,

Patton.

It. Itu(iy,
1 Sotht,r

I'. l'uryear,
lowletanq

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
• lerorwsrat.d.)

Third and ttroadwas .

City Depository
Capital
surplus
nt,rrkholtlers liability

State Depository
$ I()0,000
50,000
100,000

Total aecnrlty to depositors

.82110,0011
Accounts of Individual III and Anna aolicitedl.
ainweetate
email II. well as large tlt.posttory and screed to all the stone
courteous
treatment,

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
OPEN RAVI 11.1)%7 NI0Riti FROM 7 TO 8 0•
01.0GE.
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Catarrh
Cure

•

macs it
sires.
.4 so
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P4.01 SEVEN- 1

bands" Must in the nature of action and fthelity to duty than all
!Sings prove of short duration, for an, tillers. for :the reason that through
telligoat- and peace-loving ptiblic you must tome every prosecution
cannot, and w111 notstolerate them for that is instituted against these men,
It is a great deal cheaper to plate annual euteorrptiona to sev,REAL ESTATE
any considerable in nod of time. The as well as other lawbreakers. Your
magasaues at the same C In• and order them all together from
eral
persons composing them for the pres- commonwealth attorney, your county
ACiEtiCY
is, than it is to buy the saw e magazines singly or subecebe to them
ent, !seder the influence of a bloody attorney, and the Judge of Iris eour:
separately.
Combination clob offers are now made by whIch subet death oath, which it is said the are powerless to in'dic't any man, and
scribers to several maganueet an secure bargain prices, sometimes
member* are required to take, may if this grand jury or any numbef of
Russia Will Recognize the feel a certain security from deserved you :hall fall to do your duty, then getting three or fuur magazines for the price of one or two. • Subscriptions may be sent to diffesert addresses, if desired, and may beprosecution and punishment, but in crime must go unpunished, and I do
Sovereignty of China.
gin with any month. Let us know what maga:Imes you are takmy opinion they wholly misjudge the not hesitate to say to you, that it
mg now Of what magasinee yout want to take next year, and we will
.
!:
tbe hackneyed
situation,
Bad Dries* K'Hawking, Ringing
phrase there is a man on this jury who fee
quote the combination price. ett owing saving to be effected.
'murder will out" will doubtless that through fear, sympathy or charIn the Eau% Mamma, Mocking
Cough and Spitting Quickly Cored Refuttal to itectignize Authority of Any prove no exception to some, if not s:icily, he eannot faithfully diecharg.
SAMPLE
Nation 1.1'..4copt litlaut at Ilarbin
runt of them. The situation is more the duties be assumes by becoming a
Brings Climax to Issue.
:
e
.
$1.00
Cmopolitan
to be deplored for the reason that member of same, then it is his duty
McClure's Magazine $1.50 BARGILIN
IOTA 'C BLOOD 10.11
deubtless many thoughtless young to rise in his place, and with or withor American
Home &layette.
Tim Remedy ,h1.1111 lure.
men •re beihg drawn into these un- out explanation, as he may choose
Reader Magazine.... 3.00
Success
....1.06
tam* by 111111.• iS. •e•rrbal
lawful combinations, and have en- ask to be excused, which the eourl
Metropolitan ..
American
or
CONSUL FISHER IS VICTORIOUS gaged in some of the terrible out- will cheerfully do, for the times and
rodeos and Pantries, lb,Illeott.
or World Today t
LARGE MAlliY14.: PREZ..
$3.00
breaks, with which the country his re- conditions that now confront us, re
•
or Woman'. Home
tREE
cently been afflicted, and have thereby quire men that are and will be brays,
All for $61.30
Companion
$6.00
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST. 1 ow moue( not assIect aliereargse Of St. Petersburg. April 6.-The,Rus- blighted 'their lives and ruined their and fearless. In the discharge of their
All for $3.00, Half Price
Weekly Inter Ocean
NAL SHATINfii VaLLow tamer= trams
happiness. It is doubtless not known duties and the enforcement of the
Call, Seed or tiesislaw lea
and Farmer ....$1.00
Reader Magazjne
elan government is isopisidering the
tbe mar, Nese and weareat.
.CATARRH 18 NOT ONLY DANGICIft- issuance of a Statement formally 'bv these thoughtless persons, that the laws.
Rev.ew of Reviews _3.00
IlcCail's Magazine .. .10
up
to
this
that
OUs in this way, but it causes ulceramere feet ot becomtng a member of • I - apt glad to say
(with pattern)
or Outing
tions, death and decay of bones, kUil recognizing ,Chinae sovereignty in these -criminal band* is of itself an time, no outheeak has occurseds in
or A instee's
Home Magasiqp.... 1.14
Phiees1135.
FRATERNITY BLDG ambition. often causes loss of appetite Manchuria Insofar is Ta consistent
indictable offense, and that each of our county, though it is said your
and reaches to general debility. Idiocy
...••••••
or Smart Set
and insanity. It needs attention at with the purely administrative, rights them becomes responeible for the acts county judge, yotil.Wheriff and perPADUCANI. KT.
once. Cure it by taking,lbelasta MGM of Russia in the railroad zone: This
$6.00
threatbeen
officers...have
other
itt all thetothers, while engaged In the haps
Badge
IlL) It Is a (*tick, radical,
Both for $3.00. Half Price
All for $1.25. Half Peke
permanent cure because it rids the Eye- I. thought to be the best way out of piosecution of the criminal purpose ened with violence; that threatening
let?, of the poison gernig that cattail the Harbin difilculty, which has been
EVANIMILLIL PADII0 /.11
Home Magazine ....$1.00
Designer........$0.5.
lynder the statutes of Kentucky ev- letters have been sent to some of out
(-atarrh. At the same time Mead Illabes
..1.5Q
McClure's
N. lit.) purities the blood, does asap brought to an issue by the refusal of ery person engaged in these raids and ettisengshence with such a disordered
in.
(pIb fashions)
CAIRO MIR
with every symptom of catarrh.
Fred D. Fisher, the American (seism outbreaks, where the design is to In- End diseased sentltneue as appears to
or Cosmopolitan
Coem. solitan
1.00
(Inessrpeentoll)
B. sends e tingling flood of warm, rick,
or American
pure blood direct to the tiarvilYsed at Harbin, to recognise the Russian jure person or property, is indictable prevail, an outbreak may come at any
Reader Magazine .. 3 01
nerves and parts affected by
administration of this territory.
or Success
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACIR1111 nol•on, giving warmth and catarrhal
and punishable by confinement in the time and even during your sessions.
strength
Russian diplomacy is anxious at all penitentiary of the state, and.where °Gentlemen, I am determined to de
$2.50
J ust where it is needed, and in this way
$4.50
making • perfect, lasting cure of ca- haaards to remove the impression
(Daily inept Onaday.)
life Is destroyed, each one is guilty my full duty in the enforcement of
All for DIM
Both for $1.68
tarrh in all its forma.
t ,and believe I
When we say that B. P. B. cures we that the reorganizing of the adminis- of the crime of murder, and punish- the law, and fully trui
mean a real cum and tbld We guarantee tration' of Harbin and Chatter in- stale as a murderer, so that if the will have you, value
aid and asSteamers Joe Fowler and John
B. t. B. hal cured thousands of catarrh
Complete flobscrilldow Catalogs:es with beautiful Harrison Timber
Ilepkins. leave /Weak for Wens raises---even the most deep-seated kind volves further eocrusichmeets upon leaders of these unlawful contbrua- sistance in so doing.
cover, listing alt magazines singly arid in clubs at lowest rates, mut
-after
p
other
treatment
had
failed
rills and way landings at 11 a. R.
you free on receipt of'poetal card rep nest.
B. B. B. does this because It reaches the the integrity of Manchuria, and there tions would Dale stop to refill, they
WHY
TILE STEAM= DICK FOWLER cause of all the trouble; namely Poi- Is reason to, believe that Russia would can but readily see that sucff practd Blood. Just try B. be willing to receive suggestions as to ices will not be tolerated by an intel- have a torld liver When Herbine, th.
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way soned anti Dl
11. 13. far Catarrh and you wilt get well
landings at I a. m. sharp, daily, Sa surely
Central Magazine Agency.• - Indianapolis, Indiana.
the wordiest of a statement aCoePt1 ligent public for any considerable only liver regulator will help you"
and quickly.
Special
excursion
rata
Natant, Bleed Kane (n. U. a.) I. able to the United States and the period of time, and the sooner these There is no reason why you should
Sunday.
amt
The Bobba-MerTill Company.
pleasant and safe to take; composed of
Conattprition.
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo pore
Botanic Ingredients. awnertn other powers interested, which, while depredations cease, the better it will suffer from Dyspepsia.
comliver
end Mars, with or without meals VENT FREE by writing Blood Balm C411., clearly defining the status quo under be for all connected therewith, for Chills and Fever or an
Atlanta. Oa. MOLD BY DR1'00/82
.8. or
Herbineosestill cure you
sad room. Good mule and table an sent
by express. At II PRR LARGE exiiting treaties, would permit Hussite each person so engaged puts himself plaints, when
WYYTLE, with complete directions for te institute necessary reformer in the under the ban of the law, and may be F. C. Waite, Westville, Flits Writes:
111rit.
rther Intormetios apply te home cure.
1117:
indicted and punished without regard "I was sick for a mouth with cheat
Sold in
Ky.. by R. W. administration of the railroad zone.
8 A -Fowler, General Pass. Agent, es Walker a Paducah.
Co. W. J. Gilbert, Lang
Those reforms are a prerogative of ts the laps.. of time. for such prose- and fever. and after taking two botPros. Alvey a List.
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agest,
and
well
cutions are not barred bye limitation tles of herbine am
Russia under the treat) of 1806.
Fowler-Crumblugh & 0011 Mat
Oehiscblae
H.
J.
by
Sold
Mimi
and
healthy.:'
Inculpated
may
be
tho'se
but
Warta& Reeponalble.
First and Broadway.
So ('nation Gulch keeps a poker
ger, Lang Bros., and C. 0. Ripley.
From conversations with foreign tried at any time.
game naming night and day now?" omelets
anchothers Interested It would
Within the last thirty days, a band
the tourist.
Alibates Martel for Taft.
seem that the railroad administration of these "outlaws" in number estiST. LOUIS & TENNEMILIC 'swap
"Yep." answered Bronco Bob. rather than
Ala.. .April 6.-A special
Mobile.
the foreign officers is re • mated it about 150, visited the town
Four years' NET PROFITS of 185.1104.85 enable Drauchon't.chaln °fee
to make this
"We hate to do it. hut moral obligeAla., to the item
rAcala COMPANY.
sponsible for the new regulations of Birmingham. in Marshall county, from Hay iMinolta.
aliiiilted time, to fav,,r 1110.... •In. Jrt of work or cash
special offer, fortea -on or late
liens must be met.
A feller out which have been promulgated at
(Incorporated.)
guancial depression. FEES CATALOGUE will con% tn<•e you t t BUSINESS REV c niildue
Hart- between the hours of 12 and 2 o'clbck says:
Fhist_mtve us e slibrarysto condition le mithout:full
"Referee 'Charles Scott and a few
apprecietion of the jr the night thusesehot to death two
DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUS!
COLLEGES
FOR THE TENNESSEE Rivas. that we raise a share of the einense: possibilities of international. compli- negroes. one an aged man and the fillowers tried-lo
-Tim ppm moyacauoniestor any time. PosiTioes sze0lito=eidittea OsaselgaCT.1
hele
tonvention
and we dasn't let the kitto?"-Brook- cations.
district
WEARIER CLIMB
publican
(incorporated): Paducah. 314 Broady. and at...Lours
These regulations fOund gen. other a small child, and wounded'stx
lyn Life.
eral disfavor at Harbin, and the Rut others, and then went away. These here, refusing to let motions, be made
large
delegates.
a
Leaves Paducah tor Tesasesses
rian residents were the Arse to pro. negroes could not pry:melte have had The twenty-five
•Swig_ Wetbassisp sit p. ma,
DCOP2715111 Orr. --of -those
ectionzIlthiEffeLtubsset&
Loe ssgasnet. tire
and
or tomorrow want yo"Vees do today.
The preps comment of today 'raises or tobacco aeleiriation, and my in- apd organized, endorsing Taft
IBM= ifs,you put eft buying a bottle of Bat- the
overwhelminga. w. mum
protest of Consul Fisher toan In formation is that most of them, or Roosevelt, Scott being
lard's Snow isisimint, when
that ternational incident of
•
the first Milk, some of them at least, were inoffen- ly'defeated.
Clent pain .comes' you won't have any, buy
1110111111
•
and several of the prominent news- sive and harmless negroea and Were
a bottle today. A positive cureefet
papers of the capital devote their making as good citizens as their raee
• 10e a W.
The Zwestap Sust-•
This eoMpany In not
itheismatism. Burns, Cuts. Sprains,
can furnish, 64 why these negroes
leading articles to the matter.
for Invokes charges sal
Contracted Muscles, etc., T. S. OraThe Novthe Vrernya says it is in- rhould have been shot to death and
by the clerk of the boat.
fiam. -Prairie Grove, Art.. *Owe:conceivable that the American protest their humble homes riddled with bu:los rates from Pada
Special
"I Wish to thank you for the Rood
And
lets, ls beyond tomprehension, unless:
eak to Waterloo. Far* for the regal tesolts I re;celved *oat Snow Lint- can be directed against Russian.privi- it be that tpbateso barns of supposed
kges
already
recognized
and
that
it
trip $ .00. LestNV-Padoeak every nil nt. it positively cured me of
must refer to some new pretensions. etiversaries Isitd become scarce and
Wednesday at 4 p.
•
fareurnaterm lifter others had failed
Including
the" Russian scheme, the the mob required something on svht..li
tio'd by J. II. Oehlsehlaeger, Lang
hoiritals
details
of
which are Imperfectly to feed. At ans rate it is
eiple
ir
i_
tiros., and C. 0.
to contemplate, that in
known here
•
•eommunity, and In Kentucky. where
•
How a.man does hate to be grateful
the boast has ever been of the chivalINDIGESTION.
for an ill-timed favor!
ry and bravery of its men, and 'their
With its companions, heart burn,
readiness to meet a foe in the oseus
MRTIKIIPOLIS. MI&
flatulence. torpidity of the liver, conand face to face, that such a number
D. A. Salm, Prs%
stipation priests-gen of She heart,
01 men could be found that would eaIMMO and best hotel In the My
When you want qualiprior gilood, headache and other' nervsage in such g brutal and coward!'
lour kb.o0.
Two Write ease*
ous symptoms, sallow skin, fpul
litillOPED TO THUM AND
ontrage, and sad indeed is the thougnt
ty, either in cut flowers,
looms, heti rooms, Electric 1404
tongue. offensive breath and a legion that each
of these thoughtless and
iratirrUcour.
rbe oaly cestrolly formed Noes' b
of other ailments, Is at once the most
floral designs or plants,
tickles' men el:gassed in this mob is
Le city.
widespread and destructive malady
.1 Media., Soak Work Lig
suilty' of the crane of murder, the
from
order
among the American people. The
00aDelleRCIAL PATRONAGE SO.
highest crime known to low, and can
•••t Library Work a spersaiss
lit thine treatment will cure all these
WTTED.
he taken slid tsiee, without limititt•cn
troubles. Site bottle. Bold by'PJ. If.
to time, and
punishment fixed
Oehlseblacger, Latig Bros., C. 0. Rip- at death or confinement in the mel1:,11 the patent meitirines and
Icy.
t,etiary for tits'
toilet articles adveresed in this
It-has Often
eated and I liars
•
paper are on sale ati
ii fong time bee' rt.' the epees
,
. test
McPherson's Drug Store
tie stability of our governmental inFourth and Broadway.
stitutions and the' proper enforce529 Broadway. BM Pious 398
ment of our laws, were in a greater
degree dependent on our rural population and sparsely settled communities, than that of the crowded cities,
• Baltimore. Rd.- General
conference M. I, Church.
where propinquity and easy access of
Dates of sal. May 3.3 and 6.
one citizen to another can so easily
(Cosi:hided fromAlrot Ire(lk) • breed and generate evil disorder, and
Reiurp limit May SO. Round
•
trip $31.86,
itelitical corruption. Hence the surlonieat the; lima)a many portions prise at present conditions In KenN TJST
Ran Francisco, Les Angeles
of the state, have renched the limit tucky is greatly intensified, when we
and gas Mac,gal.-•-flatet• or
of for trepeince and idurance.
contemplate that the existing condiFran* Mildiag • Room 105
sale April 26 and 26. Return
Whila Is fully appreciated how tions of outrawry, and the ineeetsalimit 60 days front date of
difticiet It is for those whose duty it bie and unpardonable outbreaks mensale. Icound trip $70.20.
Extracting Teeth and Plate
Is to enforce the law, to reach men tioned, springs from that portion of
Memphis., Tenn. -4
- Confer"fork a Specially.
who sill assemble In the middle of our citizenship on which the public
ence for education in the
the night, when all peacefql citizens have been taught to rely for itstsalete.
south. Dates of spate April 26
'If our tobacco growers an farmer.
are in repose, cover their faces with
and 21. and train 103 April
masks and ride forth under the cover have so far forgotten themselves as
22. Return limit* April 30.
Of darkness, and call from their to foment and faa into existence
Round trip $6.15.
heroes men' unprotected and unpre- among themselves a spirit ef anarchy
Memphis, Teen.- Special
pared to defend themselves,' Iasi and lawlessness, what have we to hope
excursion
April 21. Train .*
their persons with whips and switches, for, or to expect, from crowded cities
leaves 9:50 a. m. Tickets good
huln or destroy their property, and it with a dense,' mixed 'aid often guns•
returnieg on special traine
necemary In the furtherance of their tienable population? If the •present
April. 22. leaving Memphis
designs, take the lives of their vic conditions and they spirit recently
7:30 p. ni. Rate $2.00. No
ems, yet nothing should be left un- n.anifested by shat has always been
baggage 'checked.
Your special attention is
done to bring them to a well merited an what should be regarded as our
Waehingtim. D.
-Punishments,
atul, greater nhould tie belt population are to continue, then
called to thbeitarant assortrequiem tiv
(Waal sociffie D. A. R. Dates
the effort of every good citizen tone- sre may as welt Fish a sad
iew, rod order and liberty.
of sale April 111,4114 17. Rement of new Spribg and
complish this end.
Bu I repeat that I do not uelie.,e,
turn {Olt April 36
4, 'Rotted
The acts and conduct of the men
Summer Goods I how bkfe
believe that any reepectabi!
cannot
I
trip $1111.10.
belonging to these lawless bands, If
for you to select trolls, am:l- judged by themselves. in their sober number of our tobacco growers,
J. T. DOktiOVAN.
in, or out, of the associations.
MONS ORF 013011. Paducah,
senses, and unexcited Moments, when either
oom is gie time io Order
with,
belong to, or are connected
• Xe:
reason and common sense Is allowed'
these lawless ban'da. To so believe.
that
• R. M 'ReTtfigilosim
full sway, could only be characterised
would be to believe that we have
t.
U111011
by themselves, as brutal and cowardreached that point in our bletory.
•
•
•
•
l). hence It is not surprising that
where law and order *all no longer
•
•
their acts and conduct In the estima•
•
terthat
anarchy
and
the
?sign and
tion of all decent and law-reel)ectIng
rors of the mob Shall bsleome supriible
My prices are right, style,
citizens. Is horrifying. Their methand I cermet hitt believe that when
tit and workmanship the
ods and lawless conduct ought end repon assumes Its sway, that every
T"
mute be suppressed.
The boldest nigh who has been thoeghtlass enough
best.
11110 CURIE MB LUNGS
burglar or robber Is not guilty of a and reckless enough.-te econneet himRemember we aliO do
more belong; offense alpAnst law and self with these twinge's bands, aild to
order and the peace of society than
WITH
Dry Cleaning
ebirair In these unloads* and unarmthe members of these !Steles bands. rantNi outbreaks, will be heartily
.and it behoove* the mensbers of the inflamed of hls coattails)l tateArith.
,tobacco surspciations, as well as all or that he has *stet:Wend a sentiother god cittheits - terrorised ment In accord with sea 001Ideet.
*though they may be-ste glee every
Gentlemen, In conclusion of what
posaitile aid and assist rineglii lirlaffihave to my to yrs. on this atth}eet
Broadway
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amp MJ,
P41101.UNSI
ing' About their punithmeat set re-' Oudy.IC mime& on you, that you
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an aril of the law, and of this
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matter et course, there 'taw- ei urt, and.
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UNITED STATES'
AID EFFECTIVE

SAVE MONEY OA YOUR MAGAZINES

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUI1--TEN .CENTS A WEER

116'1111,
HON'Ss6
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Early Times

Jack Beam

NEW 'STATE HOTEL

Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottled with
the goArnment stam p.
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .'

HENRY MAIDEN, JR

BRUNSON'S

TUT OF JUDGE
• REED'S CHARGE

For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothing superior

FLOWER SHOP

Dr.pgStamper

NOW is the TIME

NOTICE

to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for
_spring and summer use. We clean
all stoves and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of $1.
Repairs extra. Stoves called for
and delivered free. .°

Easter Suit

KILL

COUCH

Paducah Light & Pour Co.

Dr.
. King's

Nevi Discovery
FoR cane

H. M. DALTON

,••••

e

•

MONDAT. *PILO.

TUE PADUVAll EVENING SUN

OUR GREATEST
EASTER SALE

•

•\101b..

its
•
•.• •

Tomorrow morning at 8:30 we are going
to open our Annual Easter Sale, but this season
it will hold greater interest for the ladies than ever
before, due to a fortunate purchase from one of
New York's suit designers and manufacturers.
There are two hundred suits in the lot which we
bought from him at greatly reduced prices; they
all go on sale tomorrow morning and it takes
just a little money to buy one. Read the details
in his I tter below.
•
The colors are Copenhagen, blonde, raspberry, navy, royal, brown, green, black or solid white. The styles consist of the
Merry Widow Suits, the new Cornell Dip or theiate Butterflies. This will be
the most important of all our Easter sales, because it enables you to buy a suit
u also an opportuuity of saving money and
when you most need it and giv
purchaeng it early. Read the list of reductions
getting a full season's w
below. It will give ys a faint idea of the temendous opportunity this sale
holds for you.

nee

01

31713roadway

Early Season's
acrifice in
Fine Suits

lot of suits that we bough* so very cheap, as

this
n up tomorrow morning at 8:30; then will go on sale
Our store wit
order to make them equally as low. In connection with
of our stock of suits, which will be reduced in price in
well as the remai
In this particular department we are exceedingly
we are going to give-special prices on Ladies' Silk Dresses.
this sale tomorro
styl:s as we have to show in our Silk Dress Departve we been in a position to show as many new and pretty
strong and nc
as there are only one and two suits of some lots it would
ale starts tomorrow morning promptly at 8:30 o'clock, and
ment now.
bit for all of you who want a new Easter suit to be on time.
be very
.4.4••••4 44.4 .......•••••44
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AN INTERESTING LETTER.
CO.

M. PERL.STEIN erc
'Cloaks and Sults
New York
de University Piece

NEW

YORK,

April 23. 1908.

Mr. Lee Levy,
Paducah.- Ky.
Sir:
Dear
accept your cash
We have finally decided on receipt of your telegram to
ncy in saying that. conoffer made Us on the 200 tie-its, and use no hesita
in their construction, you
sidering the exdellent make and materials used
the ladies of your Section. I
to
will find them the best values ever offered
the delay. The
has taken us quite some time to make up our minds, hence
ss and we feel that bot
suits, however, have been shipped by Americaa Expre
y benefitted by these gre at
of us, as well as your customers, will be greatl
Monday morning. Owing to
values. No doubt the suits will reach you early
we are forced at this season o the financial stringency here in New York
this is the largest we have had
make many transactions at a loss; however,
this same position agai n.
this season and trust we will not be placed in
Thanking you very much for past favors, we are
Very truly yours.
M.
(Signed)

.The Butterfly Suit
This jaunty little dress is one adaptas
ed for church or party wear
the
well as the street; they come in
Panamas and Rajahs and are prettily

lined

with

striped

Taffetas,:

these suits

The regular prices on

lot,
were $30, $35 and $40; in this
number
for tomorrow, there are a
of them that we will sell for

$19.50 and $25

The Cornell , Dip Suit
This creation is one that is adapted for
street wear and a!so furnishes to the purchaser a little jacket that, can be worn
with any kind of a skirt throughout the

The Merry Widow Suit
This new suit, i n Rfih and Plain Pansma, Copenhagen shades or Old Rote,
is one of the n ewest and most attractive
dress suits we have.

fully lined

beauti-

the garme nt is different to any ordinary

and the style of the garment is one of
The regular prices on these
the latest

price of this suit is $40 and $45; we have

suits are $25 to

$35;

price for to-

s sale, from some in
'
morrow

this lot,

dress suit one can

some

secure
price

on

in

them

buy.

The

this lot and
tomorrow

will be

$2.9.85

$16.50 to $25
— -

•

They are

nd trimmed and the cut of

entire spring season. The cloths in this
suit consist of the very best materials

our

•

regular

the

sale

morning

•

Silk Dress Special
TOMORROW
This eat shows one of our 118.50 Silk
Dresses, saadeof Chiffon Taffeta and comes
in all colorler-Copenhagea, taspberry,
brown, navy, black, white, pink or light
blue. As a special and a lrader wy will
namt the price for one any, for any (olor,

$12.95
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Governor Wilson Will Not Send Any
Troops When They Are Not Needed.
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